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Keg Room .closes;
will reopen soon
By Barbara Scott

This boat has seen better days.
in Newington. (Art Illman photo)

It was found lying in a bed of ice off Route 4

University will not close
from flu epidemic's impact

"

The Keg Room in Durham
closed Tuesday afternoon, but
according to Nicholas Karabelas,
new owner of the Keg Room, it
will reopen in three weeks under
his management.
According to a receptionist at
New Hampshire Hospital in Con-.
cord, previous owner of the Keg
Room Matmew t:utter 1s a
patient there. The date and
reason for his admittance were
kept confidential.
Tony Leoka, manager of
student help at the Keg E,oom,
said, "I haven't been told straight
why it closed, but I think that it
was because of a whole bunch of
bills that weren't paid. I don't
know where the money went. The
whole thing is being kept pretty
secret.''
Shopowners in the downtown
Durham
business
distr-ict
refused to comment about the
closing.
A worker in the Durham House
of Pizza who refused to give his
name or position said. "I used to
be co-owner of the place (the Keg
Room). I won't say anything
about it until I see my lawyer. I'd
~dvise you n2_t_to give this any
publicity. In a few days, you
come back and I'll give you all

the information you want.,;
Matthew Cutter is owner of two
apartment house buildings on
Main Street in Durham and
Dover Road
Buildings
in
Durham, assessed at a total of
$373,650 as of April 1, 1977.
Peter Warren of Durham was a
Keg Room bartender until its
· closing Tuesday. "I didn't think it
would close, " he said. "No one
knows anything. It's being kept
' quiet."
. Spokesperson for the New
Hampshire ·Liquor Commission
said the Keg Room's license has
not been revoked.
Spokesperson for the Durham
Police said, "We know nothing
other than we know it is closed."
Owner of Scorpio's Pub in
Durham Paul Vachon said that
he was co-owner of the Keg Room
at one time, but that "no title of
ownership had ever been trans:forred. I have nothing to do with
the present situation arid I don't
really want to get involved."
. According to Karabelas, ''The
Keg Room will be the best after it
opens up again."
Karabelas said he will have
disco in the Keg Room Tuesday
through Saturday nights. Other
than that, he said he has "no
definite plans" for chan_ges.

By Arthur Illman

"It ha_s p~~pabJy . reached.Jts been identified yet.''The flu has not reached the peak,'' Regan said. ''At this point
''We are in the process of senpoint, medically, where it is ·ap- it has levelled off."
ding throat cultures out to Atlanpropriate or necessary to close · For the first two weeks of 1 ., Georgia for analysis. The
the University," according to February, physicians at Hood .reports will take several weeks,"
Robert
Keesey,
executive House have diagnosed 413 cases Cavanaugh said.
assistant to President Eugene of upper respiratory infection
In the meantime, diagnoses at
and 192 cases of flu. In addition, Hood House indicate "probable
Mills.
Hood House officials met with 456 students have received cold flU:,~~according to Regan.
President Mills Wednesday mor- packs, (salt; Coricomp, a
,. "The symptoms of the flu
ning to evaluate the impact of the . decongestant, and Robitussin, an,
cough
syrup) resemble symptoms characflu epidemic. There are no plans expectorant
an teristic of _the .common cold.''
· receiving
as of today to close down the without
Regan said-. · The-1listinction is
examination.
University.
David Regan, assistant direc"At this point I'm guessing a high temperature over 101
tor of health services at_ _H ood there are 800 flu cases on cam- linked with the flu.
Regan said the u~ominJ!
House said that, at most, the flu pus," Regan said.
w,:ill endure another five to seven · Nursing Supervisor Barbara spring break would take care of
Cavanaugh said the flu has not _ ariy lingering cases.
days in Durham.

:Dover and Rochester

bt:,ycott PSC ·i ncrease
By Mark Pridham

Kolodny's incompatibility may
.hflve affected -her tenure vote
English department and the
'J;h_e re are strong indications by University who have been adpeople in the University that , 'vised against speaking publicly
Associate English Professor An- at>out the case by University atnette Kolodny's failure to be ;tqi:neys.
recommended for tenure was
largely due to her inability to get
along with colleagues, · her suit
against the University, and
Kolodny's suit, which is
especially the atmosphere of
scheduled for coqrt next fall,
distrust that surrounded the suit.
charges that the University is
Kolodny's failure to gain tenure sexually and religiously biased in
recommendations by the English hiring, promotion, salary and
department in December and the other terms of employment. The
College of Liberal Arts in . suit, which was filed in July, 1977,
January has angered many of her is based on the English deparstudents, and the surrounding ment 's failure to promote her
cloud of misinformation has from assistant to associate
, frustrated many people in the pr_ofessor three years ago.

By Matt Vita

News anQ,lysis

Prof. Annette Kolodny

. thousands of dollars, since both

Both the Rochester City Council and the Dover School Committee voted overwhelmingly this
week to withhold payment of the
Public Service -Company's 17
percent rate increase, with
members of both bodies calling
the increase unfair and possibly
illegal.
The move could cost the PSC

"The suit obviously had an effect on how people could continue
to relate to her on good terms,"
said on~ UNH faculty member.
"And that is not "jusf personal
judgment. Once _people are in
suit or in a preparation for a suit,
they are legally defined as adversaries.
"A great many of the things
that ordinarily take place between people in a supposed harmonious relationship are . obviously affected by a suit," the
faculty member continued. ·
Kolodny differs. "When you
make a decision about a faculty
KOLODNY, page 5

the school committee and the city
of Rochester are major clients of
that utility.
Terri DeNafio, a member of the
Dover School Committee who is a
UNH student, said she voted ib
favor of"withholding 17 percent of
the school department's bill ·
because the PSC's increase "is
not justified.''
"I don't feel the taxpayers
should pay for something they're
not getting this year," DeNafio
said yesterday. She said she is
writing letters to other school
departments urging them to
follow Dover's example.
DeNafio said that last year,
$93,000 was budgeted for the
school department's utility hilt
This year $113,000 has been
budgeted, but DeNafio said this
may not be enough to cover the
increase. The increase will cost
the Dover school department
more than , ·-$20,000 over last
year's budget;·and a stipplertien- ·
tal budget may be needed, she
said.
DeNafio said the increase _in
the cost of lighting and electricity
may force cuts in certain areas of
the school department's budget,
although she added that it is too
early to tell.
The only member of the Dover
School Committee to vote against
·the measure was Vice Chairman
PSC, page6

.JNSID_E-.- - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Preschooler

·vampire

Dick Morgan's one of
three mafe preschool .
majors at UNH. For
a look at him and his
kids, see page 3.

For a creepy peek at
an on-campus impal-

ing, complete with
bloodcurdling, realis-

tic effects, see page
11.

Cross
The Holy Cross Crusaders proved to be
too much for UNH
last night in Worcester, Mass. as they
soundly defeated the
Cats, 98-69. Story,
page 16.
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-News Briefs

Removal attempts fail

Fire station ~ite rejected
The proposed Durham-UNH fire s·t ation will not be built on th~
corner of Rosemary Lane and Pettee Brook Lane due to a
recommendation to the Board of Trustees, according to UNH
Fire Chief Jonathan Greenwait. \
, ·
Campus master planner John Wacker recommended that duei
to. extensive site preparation costs, inadequate room for expansion if it were needed and poor traffic flow patterns in the area,
the site would not be suitable for a fire station.
,
"Mr. Wacker will probably work on alternative plans for a site·
that is acceptable to both the town and university parties in- .
.
·v olved," said Greenwait.
According to an article in the Rochester Free Press, D. Alan
Rock, chairman of the trustees properties committee, said
Wacker conducted a seven week study of the proposal as presented.
"Mr.-Wacker has been asked to present the same recommendation to the joint Town-University Committee on March 2," said
Greenwait.
"We're hoping," he said "that Wacker will keep going and
come up with an alternative plan. He says he has four other
possible sites."
. "It seems to be an eternal process," Greenwait said, "because

Morse still chairman

Bv Sue Hertz
Since the University Board of Morse.
Trustees elected Richard Morse
"In order for Morse to be
lo he their chairman last Novem- replaced, the F<:xecutive Council
her. Gov. Meldrim Thomson has ~mist approve a substitute," said
mad<' numerous attempts to Executive Councilman Bernie
remove him from the board. His Stref'ler. "Unless Morse resig11s
attempts have failed .
or the eomplexion of the council
Thomson said to Morse at the C'hanges and it appoints a 11e\\
November trustee meeting , "I dwirman 1Morse will stay. 1 don't
\1,·ill not do anything to hinder see the present council replacing
· your operation of the board but I him."
According to Thomson's pres~
will not change in my opposition
to your nomination." And he secretary Buddy J<>nkins, t hl
hasn ·t. ·
battle bet ween the governor anc
Trustee Richard Morse ·
In the past three months Thom- Morse is one bdwecn a cons< r·' T!;;- 1:n\ ('I'll()!' lH-ljl(~:.;Tfii,-coi.inson has nominated four can- / vative and a lihernl approa<'II lo
1
eil \\ ill (',ii(' about some issue
didate~ to replace Morse. None of spendmg.
more tlwn tlw issue of wanting
the nominations received-aJ
;\fors(' as ( 'llairman, :; he said. ''It
S•~concJ.
11.TL1ia••o
..4nal:-v.'8.:""
the town, w1i ~er:sity, and the boa1-d of trm,tees are all involved."
Chairman Morse is a hold-over - J. "..,,-.,v ~
J · .a
'-\ouro t>(' an exc·uange oi _JJllf
removing -Morse for his approval
trustee. Though his term as a
"The governor is against any
oi I IH' ot lwr important issue·.-,. ·
rrw111her of the Board of Trustees
(•xpircd on .June :m. 1977 he will
increase in tuition," Jenkins said.
IJ11dl<'V suid Thorn!-ion wants to
Gov. Meldrim Thomson has declared Feb. 22 "Keep Our Cana.I
s<•rvc as chairman until a suc- "lie is in opposition to the replacP ·Morse bceaust' Morse is
Day" across the state.
<'t'ssor is Plc)eted . The Governor's ·statutes allowing the Board of ·'softonga_vsandabigspender.··
The measure is hoped to demonstrate New Hampshire resiTrustees to increase tuition
"The members of thP Hoard of
11:xe<'utive Council must approve
dents' opposition to the Panama Canal Treaty. Themson has
;without any government con- Trustees inrlicatcd their desire
1he nomination.
called on the Treaty's opponents to "make known their determin· that I serve as chairman," said ·
Tlw governor nomi11ated ex- ;slrnints."
ation to keep our Canal by turning on the headlights of their
Aecording to Executive Corn1- lVlorse. '·J f C(!I un ohligat imi to
Senut o,~ Norris <'ot ton, H.ep.
cars."
('harles
Snell
(ll-Derrv), \: ilnwn Dudley Dudley. a vocal st'l'V( ' as lrustl-P dJHI d1;iirn1an
Thomson, the national chairman of the Conservative Caucus,
·
(;revhound Cornrnissio,wr 'fed opp1>1wnl of the governor, Thom- _tor tlw _\Peil' IPn11 .
has sent letters to the governors of all 50 states, the Common- ·_ Snell c1nd Rep. Henry Sullivan · son hopes to mak<:> a deal with tlw ,
wealth of Puerto Rico, Guam and the Canal Zone urging they
cotmci I to removP Mors1 ·.
<D-Manches-ter) - to
replace
MORSE, page 13
take similar measures.
· .:
He safd, "I an:i one_who· l>eli~~es- tha.Ut. would cause irreparable harm to our national security if the treaties should ue
ratified by the_US Senate."
·
i

1

'Keep Our Canal'

I

Typhoid strikes
Six New Hampshire persons, who were part of a tour group
td Mexico, are suspected of having typhoid. The six are hospital-

ized in Manchester, Concord, Exeter, Derry and Jiaverhill,
Massachusetts.
. State Public Health Director Maynard Mires said a typhoid
outbreak is not likely. He said- the disease is not transmitted
by being breathed upon, but personal hygiene is important.
The five women and one man hospitalized were six of the
27 New Englanders on the January trip to Puerto Vallarta,
Mexico. Seventeen of the tourists have been stricken with the
disease.
·
Headaches,..diarrhea. general weakness, nosebleed and indefinite p~ins are eciirly_ sympJol!ls,. \
The incubation period for the disease if from one to three
weeks.

Blood drive successful
Nine hundred forty-three donors arrived at the Durham Red
Cross Blood Drive over the past three days, according to Drive
Chairman Jarry Stearns.
Stearns said 863 pints of blood were drawn .
T.hQ!l@ there was nQ_ record set for pints drawn, Stearns
said, "It certainly was an epidemic blood .drive record. I'm
surorised more students weren't turned away because of the
flu.".
.
·

Toma talks of drugs
"Marijuana is probably the most unpredicta1J1e drug in use
today,'' said David Toma, the New Jersey cop whose life has been
the basis for the television shows Toma and ··Baretta at a Sidore
Lecture Wednesday night.
·
To~a focused on the growing drug abuse problems in the US,
and mcluded coffee, coca-cola and aspirin addictions as drug
problems.
''Why do kids have to impress each other by staggering around
drinking beer? I'm high on life," said T9ma who bears a strong
resemblance to Tony Musante.
:
When Toma spoke about the known ahd unknown harmful effects of pot, many people in the audience left. "I can see this
makes you squirm," he said.
.
Attendance at the lecture numbered about 250, according to
Sidore Lecture Series Chairman David Magidson. About half of
them stayed for an informal question and answer session after
the lecture.
The next Sidore lecture wiU be on a recombinant DNA by
. researcher Jeremy Rifkin on March 15, according to Magidson. '.
Toma's parting message to his audience was that people should ·
help each other more and (;ase the loneliness wb.ich often turns
p~ple to drugs. "Touch people--tell them you love them," he
said.

Flu hits -Dover
All classes were cancelled at St. Thomas Aquinas High School
in Dover on Tuesday and Wednesday after 215 of its 400 students
failed to attend. classes Monday bec;:ause of an .outbreak of the
flu.
Principal of the private Catholic Diocesan high school_ Paul
Pike _ said, "We can only surmise that it's some kind of 48hour flu." Pike said although\ the strain of flu has not been
identified, it was not the Rus·s1an Flu.
Dover High School has not reported any extreme absenteeism.

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts light snow for today and
tonight with high temperatures ranging from 28-33 degrees.
Variable cloudiness is forecast for tomorrow and Sunday with
high temperatures in the low 30s.
·
·

Marriage and massage classes
accentuate Sexuality. Symposium
Anne DuBois, cooru1nator 01
By Laura Locke
,
the symposium, described the re"Feel tension, then let it go ,"
the instructor said softly, "B~ sponse to the two-day program
as "fairly good" adding that the
conscious of your whole body.''
While their partners mass~ged events ''ran smoothly and people
their necks;· faces and fingers ; seemed pleased.
"Not as many people were
30 relaxed participants laid peacefully on rugs, wool blankets and milling around the MUB as in
down vests as Rick Bean's Funk past years," she said. "It was
n' Bump blared in the back- quieter than usual, maybe because of the flu.''
ground.
According to DuBois, the most
And so ended the fourth annual
Symposium on Human Sexuality well-attended workshops were
Wednesday night as Judy Marsh, Female Sexuality, Politics of Rea Portsmouth counselor and sex lationships, Childbirth, Mafifiage
··
therapist, instructed 60 students, •and Massage.
Howard Shapiro, family therafaculty and area residents in the
"soothing art of nourishing to~ch" pist and panelist of the Marriage·
workshop, drew elaborate threecommonly known as massagmg.
Marsh, who has turned people generation family socio-grams _of
away from her workshop for the two happily married couples );o
last two years due to an "in- illustrate the effect of certam
creased interest in massage", .pressures on marriage:
"Marriage exists in a context
described the class as ''fun and
totally experiential." "Every of several other relationships,"
year," she said, "I experience ·Shapiro emphasized, "It can't
a higher m~turity leve~. Peo_ple. function without a human support
are more okay with therr l:x>d1~ : system." According to Shapiro,
~and seem more relaxed about the geographical location of a
couple's relatives during the
touching one another.''

early stages of a marriage is
important.
''The closeness of kin is a
possible positive quality," he told
the thirty member audience.
"The m;wlyweds can rely on their
siblings \for security and financial
support if they live in close prox~
'imity."
Like Shapiro, Marsh has
worked as a therapist for many
years. Five years ago she
mastered the art of massage at
a New York school and now says
that it is incorporatLd in everything she does.
"One problem," she explained,
"is that bodily needs are often
confused with sexual needs. They
are actually two separate things.
Skin hunger needs aren't always
met through sex."
Many" of the participants didn't
feel this way when they entered
the workshop. Exclamations of,
"Woo, what a rear end" and
"Hey, now you're doing it right"
rose from the group of prostrated
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Steve Martin and F. Lee Bailey
are MUSO's hopefuls ·for lectures
By Debby Gaul
The Memorial Union Student
Organization· is planning an
$18,000 lecture series for the 19781979 academic year, according to
MUSO President Ian Wilson.
Wilson said the lectnrP. series .
featuring prominent speakers..iwill be incorporated into MUSO-iS
arts budget, if the BureaQ of the
Budget <BOB) and the Student
Caucus vote to pass a $7,525 increase in MUSO's current arts
budget to subsidize the series.
"We've requested a total of
$13,400 for next year's arts
budget. Our budget for the
current year is ,$5,875. The increase is really necessary for the
lect1,1re series,'' Wilson said.
"If our request is approved, we
plan on bringing in three le~turers per semester, starting ii\
the fall. Each lecturer, includil:
publicity and the speaker's fee
will probably cost us abo ·
$3,000,'' Wilson said.
Assistant Vice Provost for
Budge{ arid Administration Montgomery Childs said the money fot
the $7,525 increase would come
from the S~~ent ~ctivity. Tax

·(SAT). The SAT provides -funding
for nine UNH student-run
organizations. ·
"If the funding is approved,
·when the Bureau of the Budget
meets Tuesday to vote on the
· request, I assume the amount
each student contributes to the
tax will be increased. The increase probably will be about one
dollar,''· Childs said. UNH smdents
·areoow paying $11.65 p~r
semester for the-acfivity tax. ~
The BOB is an advisory committee to the Student Caucus.
"The Caucus is responsible for
making policy decisions. If the
. BOB passe~ the request, the
Caucus is responsible for granting final approval," said Childs.
Wilson said MUSO plans. to
charge "one dollar admission for
students and three dollars for
non~students to help cover expen.:
ses .· jf the series gets underway."
~
,
, Wilson said he'd like to see
· "contemporary, possibly ·controversial figures and comedians
speaking on campus. The lee.turers would be people of interest
t<1 the University community, all

of whom would· be chosen by
students."
-~ "UNH is isolated. Presently,
there's no lecture series oriented
.towards students which presents
big-name people, people who ar~
of real interest to the students,"
Wilson said.
Childs, who is a BOB member,
said. ''I think this lecture series is
ambitious on MUSO's part..'.
maybe JQQ _ ambitious.
·a- series may be detrimental to ·
tlheir overall scheduling of
student events."
According to Childs, MUSO's
budgeting for next year includes
10 concerts, 10 arts programs ·
(such as mime and theater) and
six lecturers, .i n addition to two
1
films per week.
"I think there's enough interest
fo~ big-name people, but I think .
~uch a series could hurt SQme o{
MUSO's lesser events. Attendance may go down at other·.
·
e~ents," Childs said.
David King, BOB director, said .his major concern is ''whether CF
. not the new 1~~11,1re series ,mgijt .

Suen
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Seabrook nuke may he delayed
Nuke demonstrator
because of the cooling system
IS found_innocent

..

The first of six anti-Seabrook demonstrators \Vas acquitted
in Rockingham Cou_nty Superior Court WW~dnesday.
Douglas Sickel, 28, of Dover, was being tried ·on charges of
criminal trespass st~mmfug from the Aug. 1, 1976 occupation
of the nuclear power plant construction site.
Sickel acted as his own lawyer. He testified that he demonstrated against the plant because of his aversion to radiation.
He said his father died of cancer and had received radiation
treatments to the point where he "was no longer human by
the time he died."
Although he was found innocent for the August 1976 occupation,
Sickel still faces an appeal trial for his participation in the
May 1, 1977 site demonstration.

•

Seabrook protesters
now- face sentencing
By Brian Fraley
.
More than 220 of the 1400 people
who occupied the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant site on April
30, 1977 are now facing sentencing
.in Hampton District Court, according to Kathy Wolff of the
Portsmouth branch of the Clamshell Alliance.
The 220 are those who chose
not to appeal their trespassing
convictions to Superior Court, she
said.
Katherine Cressy, also of the
Portsmouth Clam Shell Alliance,
said the decision not to appeal
the convictions was either one of
individual choice or clerical mistake in the handling of the many
appeals that were made.
Hampton District Court Judge
H. Francis Cassassa is handling
the 220 cases 25 at a time. Hearings ar:e held bi-weekly lasting
some five months.
The sentence gtven to most is
one of a 10-day jail sente.r1~e.and a
$100fine.

Most of the pr9testers spent
several days in confinement after
the occupation -last May. That
time already spent will be discounted from the sentence.t
--''The sentence was reduced
from one of 15 days to one of
,iQ -days for financial reasons,".
~ys Cressy. ''Those who· served
1~ days in the armories·will face
Ori.lY the ffoe.',
·"The Clamshell people arrested
have the option of paying the fine
or servi'ng time, which subtracts

five dollars 11 day \ f~om t.be o.ne .
hundred," said Wolff.
"ltishardtoformanopinion

~~i~h~r~~~r;~~W~t~~~ ~~~~;~~;~

· the earlier decision by accepting
By Jayne Sears
Construction of the Seabrook a ''vertical profile of the warm
Nuclear Power plant could be water discharge" from the
delayed again following a ruling Public Service Company after
by the First Circuit Court of the hearings concluded. They
Boston,
according
to
a also used a panel of experts to
spokesman for the Public Servic~ assist in the decision making.
''The EPA has to make the next
Company of New Hampshire.
In a decision made Wednesday, move," said Norman Cullerot, a
the Appeals Court in Boston spokesman for the Public Service
decided to return a case concer- Company.
"They can either make -a new
ning the cooling system of the
power plant to the Environmen- decision without the expertise of
tal Protection Agency (EPA) for the panel or they can hold new
hearings and allow the opposition
reconsideration.
Last year the EPA approved to cross-examine the panel," said
the cooling system claiming it Cullerot.
Cullerot said that eight percent
would not harm the marine life of
· of the plant has been completed.
the New Hampshire coast.
"We're bitterly disappointed
Boston Judge Frank Coffin said
the case was returned to the EPA (with the court's decision)," said
because their decision on the ef- Cullerot. "It's hard to understand ·
th!lt

"Wo'ro hoping it will open up

was not based on material that · decision. It could lead to a delay
(in construction) which would
was part of the court record.
Coffin said the EPA violated cost more money.''
Cullerot said the "vertical
standard procedure in making
,;

the hearing process which was
passed by in the earlier

foctivonoss of tho cooling oyotozn

why

thPy

would

in!lko

profile" report was "valid" ·
evidence because it was "submitted before the federal administrator of the EPA rendered
his decision. ·
''The
courts
are
now
questioning if that new information should have been crossexamined (by the opposition),"
said Cullerot.
According to Cullerot, the construction of the plant will continue until the EPA or the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
takes action on the decision.
The Seacoast Anti-Pollution
League (SAPL) and the Audobon
Society jointly filed the appeal
with the Boston Court.
"SAPL is very pleased with the
court decision," said Dick Lewis,
a spokesman for SAPL.
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New hous1·ng pr1·or1·ty 11·st
• up
WI11 hene f It
· percIassmen.

·
,
ies the occupiers were told that ,
•
thej_
r choicewasbetweenappealing
to
~uperfor Court or -accepting
_
the specified sentence."
• According to Clamshell statisBy Jane Gibson
. danger of being forced off-•
tics, 15 people have payed their
The
conflict
of
opinion
which
firies, 42 have been jailed for one has surfaced during the last few campus because they were still
classified as transfer students.
reason or another and 52 have deweeks over the University roomThe new housing priority plan
faulted by not appearing for sen- draw
priority system, which aHeviates all of these problems.
tencing. Bench warrants are iswho will and who will not
The number of places allotted
sued for the arrest of those decides
live on campus, has subsided.
to freshmen will be limited and
defaulting.
A new housing priority list has
--.. A considerable number of the been drawn up by the Dining and · tipper class housing positions will
protected.
defaults were a res.ult of last Residential Advisory Committee beOnce.
on campus, transfer
week's snow storm," according
(DRAC) and passed by the students will no longer be difto Wolff.
·
Student Caucus.
ferentiated from any other onWolff said that eight convicted
:According to UNH housing campus students. In addition,
protestors are in the Rocking- coordinator Marc Robillard, transfer students now stand a
. ham County House of Correction these recommendations will be greater chance of getting Qn
for not cooperating with officials accepted by the administration campus because they h~ve been
during the sentenciIJ,g process.
with only minor adjustments.
raised substantially on the
Friendlee Humanist, wjlo
Under the old plan incoming housing priority list.
changed his nanre from Richara freshmen had first priority for
The new on-campus housing
Dipson, is attempting work for rooms. The longer a student lived priority system will consider
the state's ·Community Action on campus the lower he fell on the students for rooms in the
program as an alternative to the priority list. Students who had following order:
to-day sentence.
lived on campus for several years
--Incoming freshmen, 1900
·
With the approval of Ju.dge stood a good chance of losing · spaces maximum;
--Incoming exchange students;
Cassassa, Humanist will be al- their places to new students.
Juniors and seniors were afraid
--Re-admitted students who
lowed to serve his sentence time
they might be required to move off:- ' with<;lrew for medical reasons;
working for the program.
--Handicapped or medically
The battle continues between campus.
Transfer
students
felt disabled students;
. the State House and Rockingham discriminated
against because
--Current on-campus residents;
, County concerning who will pay they were so low
the room
--Merrimack Valley College
the four million dollar bill for the draw priority list itonwas
almost transfer students;
·accommodat10..; ·of the Seabrook impossible for them to get
on--New transfer students;
arrestees While they were in the campus housing. Once on cam--Currently
enrolled
offarmories.
pus, they were continua~ly in campus students with no residPn-

Marc Robillard
tial life experience;
--Currently
enrolled . offcampus students with previous
residential life experience;
--Re-admitted students suspended for academic reasons.
There are currently 4366
students living on the UNH campus .and the University anHOUSING, page 12

'Just me and a bunch of girls'
By Rosalie H. Davis
Morgan as he handed him completed last fall."
The room smelled of pencil another paper bag. ''Thanks, Mr.
Morgan, who has a mild voice
shavings, chalk dust and Crayola Morgan," lisped Craig through a and enthusiastic manner, sees
crayons. Valentines and half- space between his front teeth. - the lack of active family pareaten vanilla cupcakes were
"Dick is very much at ease ticipation by the father as a ·
sprinkled through the kindergar- with · kids," said Anne Francis major problem in preschool
ten classroom.
Perrv. anoth.er oreschool major education.
"I want all the ~ids who take who has known Morgan for two
"Males don't take an active inthe bus to put their coats on," years. "He sits down on the floor . terest in children. Most people
said Dick Morgan, a lanky 21- with them and treats them like assume that's true, and usually it
is," Morgan said. "I've taken
year-old who is one of three male eauals."
preschool majors in the Home
Morgan waved a pair of shoes in care of newborns and I'm not
Economics Department.
the air. "Whose slippers are afraid of them, but I used to be.
"Some people make a funny these?" - A sandy-haired boy
"I love it when I see men
face wben r tell them I'm trudges.overjn blacJ sn_apped-up ·walking their babies, or taking
studying preschool education," galoshes. "They're mine," he said. care of them. I almost want to go
he said. "I've always' been in
"The kids are really excited up to them and congratulate
class~ where there's just me and today," Dick said. "Usually, they them. It's very important for
· · a buncl\of girls."
are very serious about getting . fathers· to take active roles with
Dick Morgan ·sits d~wn with his Pease Air Force Base
Morgan is student teaching at their work done. But today's dif- their children.
elementary class during their Valentines party. (George
the Frank Jones Elementary ferent.
_
"You can see it in the kids' per- Schwartz photo)
11
School at Pease Air Force Base in
"It's gonna be impossible to formances, attitudes, and perWe're trying · to encourage
"I think it's to Dick's advanNewington.-Tuesday afternoon he carry this can, Mr. Morgan," sonalities when they've had a more men to major in preschool, tage to be studying in a field
background. which is really a concentration in dominated by women," said Cinwas helping his young charges said Jason, who was struggling stable ·family
clean up the aftermath of a with a large tin of cookies and Fathers are just as important as a Home. Economics major,'' dy Homer, an education instrucValentine's day party.
valentines.
mothers--it's good to have a Young said. "I strongly believe tor. "The fieid needs men."
Craig, a bus student, was
"Wait and take it home · male's opinion.
there should be more men
"There's a superdedication of a
struggling to pack up his cookies, tomorrow," Morgan suggested.
"I'm kind ·of us~d to being in a working with children."
male in this field," said Yo'-;lllg.
valentines and sneakers in time
"Dick thrives in a practical field where people expect to see
"The person who introduced "They have to battle extra odds
to catch the bus. After putting his situation," said Sharon Young, women. When I'm leading a pack kindergartens to the United that a female might not. For invalentines in a paper bag, he stuf- Morgan's advisor. "That's an in- of kids around, people--usually State§_, F!"obel, was_ ~ man," stance, I know a man who
fed his sneakers into his hat.
dividual characteristic. The older women--will smirk as if to Young said. "Women have more teaches first grade in Dover. He
Craig put the hat on his head student teaching he is doing now say, 'Gee, he has a -rather large or less taken over the field--it's was made to take over all the bus
with the outline of his sneakers is in addition to his regular family for someone his age,' " a
kind
of
reverse duties because he is a man."
, protruding. ''Jlere, Craig," said ' student teaching, which was . said Morgan.
- discrimination," she said.
MORGAN, page 4
•.• ---•. -• -
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Morgan .cares a lot about kids

Copiers that give
,<,"**;mor9. service than they get.
We carry the full line
of reliable Savin copiers.
· There's one to fit the
needs of any office.

,

KEMCO OFFICE PRODUCTS

151 Congress St.
Portsmouth
Authorized

Sales · • Service • Supplies

ASIA
Chinese '& Polynesian Restaurant.

1
l

-

,

-

.-

•

- l\'.'IORGAN
Morgan said that preschool Young. ''Some men are in this'•
continued from page 3
teaching requires a varied field as a stepping stone t<f an
,-,It's funny," said Morgan, background. "It's not an idiot's administrative job. He sees it as
"but people don't associate guys major. Kids always want to know his primary goal. ··, We need more
with young kids. I have a special the answer. The other day, this people like that-whether or not
feeling about kids. They're a rare kid was asking me the name of a they're men."
commodity. They add a little dinosaur. Do yo_u know how long
Morgan, who is from Manspice to life. ·
the names of some dinosaurs chester, Mass., became in"Five-year-olds have very lit- are'? I had to look it up."
. terest~d in early childhood
tle inhibitions," Morgan said.
Morgan has also worked in day . education half-way throqgh his
"Interaction with them is always care centers, kids' camps, nur- freshman year at UNH. "I starenjoyable. But they aren't wind sery schools, and substituted in ted out studying Social Services ·
up toys. They catch on very public schools. "I'll need all the or Spanish or something like
quickly. •
experience I can g_et when I sta.!'t , that." He shrugs his shoulders
"A five-year-old knows when looking for a job teaching public and laughs.
.
.
you're asking if the d-o-g is out, , kindergarten, which is what I 1 ''Some people really get ip.to
and knows when he's being put to want to do next fall."
going into labs and cooking up
b-e-d."
"Dick is very dedicated," said experiments. I like . this. One
semester, I didn't have any conMIOCII000011:tOCIC0001::110C110GC000110C.OOOOIX1C1100oooac110C11000GI). ., tact with kids. I couldn't wait to
! get back to them. ~·
"I'm verd< confident in that I
.
know I'm oing what's best for
. me,'' Morgan said, leaning his
i elbows on his · knees. "I'm not
ever going to make that much
! money, but I'll be happy and en. joying myself."

AUTO

'DOVER

48 Third Street
Dover, N.H.

CARRY HOME PIPING HOT
CHINESE FOODS
Please Call:

:Workshops·
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as ~IB.00

1
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Com_pkt c Tune-up Purt s for mos I

742~ -- .
9816
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HOURS OPEN

Student Discount

Monday4:30p.m. to9:00p.m.
Tuesday thru Thursday 11:30a.m. to9:00p.m.
Friday and Saturday 11: 30 a.m. to 1: 30 a.m.
Sunday4:_,30p.m. to8:30p.m.

Jumper Cables. Starting Fluid,
Batteries, Dri Gas
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M.U.S . O. Position
Op·e nings:
Staff Positions for 78-79
-President
- .Business Manager ·

♦
♦
♦
♦

:
:
.•:
•
♦

♦

/

-Secretary
- -Concert Director

· -Film Director

♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦.

-A rt J)frector

-.· Photoschool Director

SYMPOSIUM
continued from page 2
bodies. ·
But after .an hour of quiet but
energetic back, shoulder, head
,and feet massage, the group was
relaxed and excited, according
to evaluations completed at the .
end of the workshop.
Peggy Woods, , a junior p~ycgoiogy major who attended the
massage workshop, described
the presentation as "informative
·and very relaxing." "I wish I
had taken advantage of the other
workshops.'' she added.

The Office of Residentiat· Life-announces
Openings in the Positiol} ·of

RESIDENT ASSISTANT
'Apply to Area 1: .II, or III
Applications may be picked up at:
Area I ·community Desk, Stoke Hall
Area II Community Desk, Devine Hall
Area Ill Community Desk, Christensen Hall
Office of Residential Life, 7 Stoke Hall
Applications are due Monday, Feb. 27; 1978

A minimum grade point average of 2.8 is .

♦

:
••
f
•
♦

-Darkroom Coordinator

is required for the position

-Printer

Graduate Students are encouraged to apply.

♦,

.
.•
♦

t.
l

All Positions.. Salariedl
-

~aki_
ng applications starting Friday, Feb. 17 until :
Friday, March 3
: Pick up an application in the M.U.S.O. office:

f

-

-

room 148 of the MUB

•
.
f
l .s~~:. ~~~-;1~~.~.r. ~~t~"!r. i!1!~~T~i2!1.i i - - 0
•

. If there are any qu.9Stions, please ~¢,nt~ct
Gig_
i Sime~•, Area II Coordinator

25 L Devine Hall

862-2721
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Behind the Kolodny case
People in the department said matter," said a UNH faculty
-that -beffig investigated by member. ·
- colleague, you make a decision discriminatory commissions by a
Kolodny pointed out two Jetters
based solely on professional con- colleague whom they hardly had she received from Spitz six months
,cerns," she_said. "If you don't a chance to know in one semester · apart: the first letter informs
;happen to like the color of their may have had some effect.
· her oJ her promotion to associate
"What she is saying is that - professor in June, 1977; the
·eyes, some of thei_r personality
traits, cir their taste in clothes;·' every on~ pf you is anti-woman second informs her of his
those are not professional · and anti-Semitic," said one recommendation against grancriteria."
faculty -member. "It becomes ting her tenure this January.
The first letter reads: " ... you
"The issue is, can a depar- very personal atthis point." .
ment debate issues which relate
Dean Spitz said, "A person have had an exceptionally strong
to compatability'?" said Dean going on leave after . one
year, maintaining your record of
Allan S_pitz. "As .a_geperal_prin- semester is unusual. HoW.IDler. scholarly
productivity
and
ciple, fOU m~ke ·a_ju~g~nt C!P we gr~t~q the leave. Therefore, developing a strong record in
how welf other individuals can the fact that an individual .was . teaching.
It
is especially
function with that person."
permitted to go on leave can't be I significant...that the department
"You will never find anyone used againstthat person."
•
sees overall contribution in
here that would say, that I've been
Spitz did say, however, that teaching, research and service to
anything ~ut courteous and cor- goingonleavesoonafterarriving beofhighquality... "
dial," said Kolodny. "If you at the University would have an
"This is as positive a review as
.., ,could, I'd like to know, because effectona-teacher'ssalary. "We youcanget,"saidKolodny.
.
are unable to measure anything
Six months later, Spitz's letter
it's a lie."
· Kolodny's students have been other than scholarly con- , : informing Kolodny of his tenure
extremely active in her ~uppod tributions," he said. "We like to
decision reads: " ... there are
since the English department judge on a totality of things."
some strengths noted in your.
recommended against tenure.
A review of professors' teaching record. On balance .. ."Students for Kolodny, a group salaries, which is on file in the weaknesses in the _a_rea Q-f ·
with 35 active members, has gar- Dimond
Library
shows service
and
in
personal ·
nered nearly 1,000 signatures on a · however, that Kolochiy has bee~ qualifications which cr:eate obpetition protesting the English one of the htghest paid pr0_fes~rs, st~cl~s to the effective fundepartment's decision.
, at ·her level in both the deQart- . cbomng of the department are
"She cares, and it comes ment and the fiberal arts college · sufficiently serious to justify a
negative decision ... "
across," said Candice Ratay, a since she arrived here in 1974.
studeJ!L of .~o,lodny's for ~~
Her salary at the assistant
"The onl..Y . signific_ant f~ctor_
• se~esters. It s more of a fnend- professor level for her first year that occurred between those two
- ship th~n a ~tud~nt-tea~her , at UNH was the second highest in letterswas thafmy case was filed
re~afionsh1p. She mspires us to the English department, and · in U.S. District Court," Kolodny
thmk. ·
eleventb out of 87 assistant said. "Everything else got .bet"l'm thankful that I've had professors in the liberal arts ter."
her," said Ratay, "but for the
college. In her second year, she
Spitz said the second letter
University and the new students, was the second highest paid represents . a summary of
•it's really going to be a loss."
assistant professor in the depar- juagments made by the deparKolodny came to UNH as an tment. Last year, she was the . tment, the independant commitassistant professor in September, highest paid in the department ;. tee, the dean of the graduate
1974. Her fields of study were in and sixth highest in the college. ' school, and himself. The first letAmerican
Literature
and This year, her first as an ; ter is based primarily on / the .
feminist literary criticism. ·- - associate professor, her salary is report of the department chair- '
Her·suit claims that she should the fourth highest in the depar- man, Spitz said.
have been hired at the associate tment at the associate level.
"Because you find it more comprofessor level, ~nd that when
Kolodny said, however, that fortable to work on a committee
she accepted t~e Job, she had _an she should have originally been of men does not give you the right
~greement with . then Eillghsh . hired at the associate professor to vote against a woman who is
department chairman _!tob~!"t level with its normally higher · doing a profes_si.Q!!_al k>b becaµse
Hapgood that s~e would fie salary scale.
a woin~n makes you ~comforpromoted. to ~ssociate professor
She compared her level of table," said Kolodny.
upon pubhcabon of her book The teaching experience and her
"In any group of people, 30 to 40
Lay of the Land.
.
scholarship, two factors the just as there are in this depar"Part of the agreement with college considers wlMID hirim:! a;-, tment," she said~ "there are
· Hapgood was that he would ~n- teacher, with those of Gary Lind- going to be some personalities
dor~e !!1e for thE: promotion berg, an English professor hired ·. tha\ just click, and those ~ho ·
re~1e~, Kolodny said._
at the sanie time·, as Kolodny, but don t. ~ut yo~ wor~ to~ether ma
Given our pracbces, and at the associate level with a professional s1tuahon.
giv~n B?b Hapgood's record! I higher salary.
"If I make the ~omer:i and men
don t think an agreement like
In the academic year of 1974-75 around me feel like ammals and
that would have been made,'' Kolodny was paid $14 soo· Lind~ not human beings, then obviously
my service is not good," said
said _Spitz. '_'Bob !Ja~~ood is a berg was paid $15,500. ' '
man of utter mtegr1ty.
"The case claims that I should Modern Language Professor
"I have ~evE:r made such _an have been brought in at the same Rose Antosiewicz, who served ?n
agreement, sai? former English level as Gary," said Kolodny. the elected liberal arts commitdepartment chatrperson Donald "Basically we're the same It , t ee of three that evaluated
Murr~y. "The dean is the _one evensout.':
_
·
Kolodny.
who issues the letter and _hires
Lindberg said that the chief difAntosiewicz, who would not
people o~ the recommendabo_n of ference between he and Kolodny co!Dil!~nt on the Kol<>!1n.Y ~ase,
the chairperson. He decides when they were hired was that said Whether or not 1t 1s hsted
his book Edith Wharton and the in the handbook, I think getting
position, salary a!ld rank."
_Hapgood, who is on ~ two~ye~r Novel of Manners, had been ac- along with my colleagues is im.
exchange at Osaka Umv~rs1ty m cepted for publication, while portant."
Japan, was rea~hed at h1~ 0sak~, Kolodny's had not been. She had
"This whole business of
h~mei ~~rly this week. - ~I!_ the , published more papers he said.
collegiality seems to be the new
be~ill1!!ng of t~e fall,'' Hapgood
Faculty members at UNH who te~m, _but I think col!egiality ~s a
_said, t~e semor me~bers vote are being considered for :cry~n9n .11.a~ _aJ_way~ . been np' on ~ho 1s to be rev1ewl:d· The promotion or tenure are judg~ phc1t, ,, es~1ally m tenure
chairman present~ a l1;5t for in three areas; scholarship, cases,
said another faculty
eve~yone who he thmks might ~e teaching, and service, according , m~mber.
.
.
rev1~wed. In 19741 I ~ade that hst to the University guidelines.
:
For a lot of ~easons, I fmdth1,~
an.1 mcluded her m it.
. .
There are strong indications a yery attrachve place to be,
I was the one who_ ongmally that at least in the English depar- _ said Kolo<!DY, who s~ys she has
put her name on the hst and the tment it was the area of service . had other Job offers smce she has
other members of the_ commi\~ee in which Kolodny failed. Most · been_ at _UNH. "I am doi_ng this on
voted favorably ~o review her.
people agree that her scholarly a prmc1ple t~at lou will have _a ·
After evaluating Kolodny, .the publication record is very good, , better educaho!} if your fac~ty 1s
departl!lent
voted
agamst though some say controversial.
, tenur~ ~nd hire~ accordmg to .
promotmg her.
Her teaching evaluations by quahflcahons which are race
The suit also claims that she students are reportedly very blind, sex blind, age blind.
was underpaid. In Marc~, 1975, good as well, although these were : "All I .~m inte~est,~d in is e~after the department did not , not obtainable since the tenure cellence, she said. My case 1s
pro~ote ~er, Kolo~y ~il~ com- case is still being heard.
. not a~ains~ the Univers~ty. I_ a1;1
plamts with two discr1mmatory
"It is in this third area (of ser- · workmg m the Umvers1ty s
commissions claii:niiig sex andt vice) that she was found so behalf. I think what I am doing.is
re11g10us ruscriminahon. She was deficient that the other two didn't in its best int~rest."
·
.then on the first semester of a
three semester leave granted to
her by the University so that she
'DEPARTMENT OF THE ARTS
could honor three grants which :
had been awarded to her.
still has interesting
Kolodny's going on a three
semester leave after being at
UNH fQr only one semester... w_mle
Work Study jobs .
in itself not a factor, m~
have contributed to both tne ill
in
fee1ings of some of her colleagues
and her salary not being inSlide Library, Ceramics
creased at a comparable percen-,
tage "to other male members of
and Photography
the department with comparable
· qualifications and experience,"
call 862-2190
which the suit claims.
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continued from page 1
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'. SUMMER JOB FAIR: Granite State Room, Memorial
Sponsored by Career PlanUnion, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
I ning and Placement.
MEN'S WRESTLING: Lowell, Lundholm Gymnasium, .
7p.m.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT JUNIOR'RECITAL: Nancy Wrage
;flute. Bratton Room, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
l UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Dracula," based on Joseph
Sheridan LeFanu's "Carmilla." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
. Students/senior citizens/ military $3; general admission
; $3.50.
. MUB PUB: Off and Sailing, rock, 8 p.m.

r

SATURDAY, February 18
!
·WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Boston College, Lundholm
,Gymnasium, 10:30 a.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Dracula," based on Joseph
Sheridan LeFanu's "Carmilla." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
;Students/ senior citizens/ military $3; general admission $3.50.
iMUB PUB: Off and Sailing, rock, 8 p.m.
SUNDAY, February 19
. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Connecticut, Lundholm Gym. nasium, 1 p.m.
'. PROJECTIONS: "Don't Look Now," starring Donald
ISutherland and Julie Christie. Strafford Room, Memorial
; :Jnion, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission $.75 or MUSO
Film Pass.
.
GUEST-IN-RESIDENCE-PROGRAM: Max· Kaplan, Director of Leisure Studies Program, University of South Florida, will speak on "Self Discovery Through Leisure."
Sackett House Lounge (Mini Dorm 7), 7:30 p.m. Sponsored jointly by Sackett House and the Guest-in-Res,1 idence Program.

MONDAY, February 20
· MEN'S WRESTLING: Bo~ton University, Lundholm Gym1nasium, 7 p.m.
1

' MUB PUB: Open for socializing.

TUESDAY, February 21
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Renaissance Humanism," Donald J. Wilcox, History Department. Richards Auditorium,
Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "Cyclopropyl Cations - Now You
See Them, Now You Don't," Professor David B. Ledlie,
; Bates College. Room L-103, Parsons Hall, 11 a.m.-12 .
noon.
i FILM: "The Cross and the Switchblade." Strafford Room,
[ Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission $.75. Sponsored by
i Campus Crusade for Christ.
\ IN CONCERT: Jazz Artists: Gil Scott-Heron, Brian
Jackson, and the Midnight Band. Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Students, $4 in advance; general
· admission and at the door, $5. Sponsored jointly by MUSO
t and SCOPE . .
1

MUB PUB: Open for socializing.
MICROBIOLOGY SEMINAR: "Bacteria as ferromanganese ore builders on the ocean floor," Dr. Henry L.
Ehrlich> Department .of Biology, Rensselaer Polytechnic
IInstitute: Room 17, Spaulding Life Sciences Center,
12:30 P·~·----

-

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed seini~y throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in_the Memorial Union
Building, Durham, N.B. 03824. Business office Rm. 108. Business bowr.s..
"luesruiy, Thursday, 1-3 p.m. and Wednesday, Friday 9-2 p.m. Deadlines
fur am; 10r·1uesaay·s puoncatton, .t<·naay at 2 p.m. ana .t<·naay·s puoncation, Wednesday at 2 p.m. Yearly subscription $9.00 Second class postage
paid at Durham, N.H. Total numbers of copies printed 10,500 at Castle
P~b,lication, Plaistow, N.H.
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notices

GENERAL

AEGIS, the UNH literary magazine, is looking for humorous prose, poetry, student artwork, and first-rate
photographs for an expanded spring issue. Please
submit your work to Student Press, Room 153, Memorial
Union, by March 3.
WUNH-FM PROGRAM: "Focus on the Community "
with Jon Abramson. Monday, February 20, at 10 p.m. '

ACADEMIC
JO~~ IN GEOLOGY: Informal discussion on job opporturuhes and academic preparation as related to different branches of Geology. Monday, February 20, Room
11~, James Hall, 4 p.m. Sponsored by the Earth
Sciences Department and the Earth Sciences Club.
INTERNAL TRANSFERS - OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY DEPARTMENT: Applications for internal transfer into the sophomore class of the occupational therapr curriculum are no:-v available at the department
office, Room 218E, Hewitt Hall. Upon completion of the
form and necessary requirements, students will be
scheduled for an interview with the Admissions Committee. The deadline for acceptance of completed
applications-is March 11, 1978. FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: File
Daemon (FILDAE) provides extended file protection
and allows any user to specify who can and cannot
access his/her ~iles. Course meets Thurs., Feb. 23,
noom M309, Iung,3bw·y

Hall, fron-1 1-z__ p .11.1.

Call

862-2323 for registration information. ·All registrants
will need a project-programmer number;Arnay be applied for at Computer Services, Room Mlll, Kings, buryHall.

CAREER
CAREER EXP1:,ORATION WORKSHOP: Series 1,
Module C: Skdls Assessment. Tuesday, Feb. 21,
Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.

C~UBS AND ORG~NIZATIONS
JEWISH STUDENTS ORGANIZATION: P-arty, Sun.
Feb. 19, Mini Dorm 5, 8 p.m.
CONCERNED GAYS: -Meeting, Monday, Feb. 20,
Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. We can
be reached through our mailbox in the Student Ac
tivities Office.

CLUB SPORTS

MEN'S SQUASH MATCH: UNH vs. Colby, Sat, Feb
18, Field House Courts, 1 p.m. Spectators are welcome.
FIGURE SKATING CLUB: New hours in addition to
Tuesday/Thursday noon hours: Monday nights, 9-11
p.m. in Snively Arena.
_
SAILING CLUB SEMINARS: Continuation of "onshore instruction," Monday Feb. 20, Room 320, Memorldl U1tlw1, -r.:ro1,1.1u . Eve1.roue Welcuu1e.

Because of .an increase in the volume of noti~es, - The New tlampshire will print each item only,
~nee _on the_ date closest to the e":ent. P~ease submit notice/calendar information to the Administration office, Room ~22, Memon~l Umon by 4- p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m.
Thursday for the foll~wmg Tuesdays paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be directed to The New Hampshire staff.

This summer you can study in Paris with Parsons School
of Design and earn nine academic credits.

lne seven week pmgram pmvides students with an _
opportunity to draw upon the rich heritage of art and
design only ~->ans can offer. J\ major resource this summer
will be The Pompidou Intemational Center for thc Arts.
the world·s most exciting new museum. Excursions tZ)
points outside Paris arc abo pc.m of thl' program. All
colll-Sl'S Cc\lTY thrcl' credits and include Painting. Museum
· Painting, Dmwing. Visuul ConcL'pts. Vi,shion Scminc1r.
The Writer Among Artists. French History. History of
J\rchitcctun.-. lntcriors c1nd lkcomtivc Arts. The Mcdil'Vi\l Mind els seen i11 I~omc1ncsquc and ( ,othic Architecture
<1nd Sculpturc.J\c.\1dcmy cmd Avant C~ardc.c111d French
I ..<11\gllc.lgl'.
The entire program, including nine studio and/or liberal
arts credits. round trip air fare. dccommodations with
breakfast for seven weeks will cost $1.u(X).
For more infom,ation and an application mail the
coupon below or caJI (212) 74l-8Hl6.
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66Fifth/\venue. NewYork. NYIIKlll
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-
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~slONS

~~

DivisionrlThe.NewSchool -

Oppose ratn~act~!!c~
PSC .

_

bodies

ac--

·tually send in a bill which reflects ·_
continued from page 1
this move. He said the PSC is un- ·
· oavfd Wilson.".He ·was unavailat>le der the assumption that the city
for comment.
_ __ of Dover's utility bills will be paid
Rose-warren, a member of the in full .
School Committee, said last night'
Bennett said the PSC is
she voted along with the majority justified ih its rate hike, and said
"because I don't think we should the practice of charging con- _
be taxed for something that we're sumers for interest and construe- ·
not , benefiting
from,
or tion work in progress on plants
somethiri~(that hasn't even been' which have not been completed is _
built."
· an established and legal process
_ Kenneth Taylor, a member of inotherstates.
'the Rochester City Council, said
He said charging consumers in
that city pays "a substantial_ advance of completed work is a
amount of money" in electricity "good · ·business practice" and ·
billsto the PSC.
- that consumers will save in the
"It's a hell of a lot of money," long run:-WitJ:iouf the rate inTaylor said last night at his, 'crease,
Bennett said achome, adding that the City Coun-,: cumulated interest on borrowed
.cil's vote was unanimous. "I :money would total over $800
believe it (Ro~hester's annual :, million, rather than the $500 _
bill from the PSC) is in excess ot million the PSC will pay on shor- i
$100,000."
ter term loans.
Taylor said he is uncertain ,, Despite the number of
wh~t ~ction thg PSC ,ui1J t~lrn

probloin'1

which

thg PSC h:;1~

against the city of Rochester.
faced in trying to build the •
A spokesman for the PSC in nuclear plant af Seabrook, BenRochester said he has "no idea" nett said there is no reason to
what the utility company plans te ·believe that plans for the plant
do.
will be scrapped.
_ "Right now, we're just sitting . ~'It's just a bunch of lawyers
back
and
waiting,"
the arguing back and forth as far as
spokesman said. "Until the town I'm concerned," he said. "It's
actually withholds payment we just one lawyer against another.''
can do nothing, It may be another
Bennett said the PSC is
month until the (city's) bill is due violating no laws in charging ·
and payable, and the PSC doesn't , consumers in advance for a serplan to do anything until then. vice that is not available and may
,That's something that I just don't · nev~ be provided.
,·
understand."
When asked if he were aware
Taylor said he voted in favor of · of any state law which forbade
the measure to withhold 17 per- , utilities from charging for uncent of the city's PSC bill because. delivered services
Bennett
he is against the construction of replied, "I'm not a la~er."
the Seabrook nuclear power
Bennett said the cities, towns
·.
and individuals who withhold ·
plant. ,
He said he based his vote on his payment of the increase are the
opposition to the Seabrook _ ones violating the law, not the
nuclear plant, rather than any PSC.
broad question about the legality
Taylor said the Rochester City
of the PSC's increase.
Council has not discussed what
"I don't feel they should be action it will take in the event
spending the money for that that the PSC challenges the city
. nuclear plant," Taylor said. ''I - in a court battle over the withheld
~ouldn't ask my netghbors to payment.
fmance the construction of my
Taylor, who said the PSC is one .
house."
.
. ; of Rochester's major taxpayers, ·
Taylor said he was uncertam. said 17 percent of Rochester's
why the ot~er mem~ers of the · monthly utility bill will be diverRochester _City Council voted the · ted back into the city.
way they did.
_.
Josephat Laurion, also a mem- The P~C has s~id t~at part of ber of the Rochester City Council, ·
the rate ~crease is gomg toward said the city will save about
construction o.f the nuclear plant. '. $20,000 annually by withholding
Spo~esmen f<:>r the company say_ 17 percent of its utility bill.
Laurion said he voted to
the mcrease is needed to pay for
interest on money borrowed to withhold part of the city's bill
construct the plant and also to because "the people seem undefer _the cost of "Construction willing to pay for it. (the inWork m Progress (CWIP!."
_ c_!ease).,,-He said he "doubted"
Many ~pponent~ o~ the mcr~~se whether lhe city wou·1d-fight the
say the mcrease is illegal, citmg matter alone in court if
a state law (RSA 378.27) which challenged by thePSC.
forbi~ utility companies f~om
"We're not ready to go all the
chargmg consumers for services _ way," Laurion said. "It's more of,
i~hich have not been proyided. a protest."
Smee the Seabrook plant is not
He said 11 of Rochester's 12
1operational and provides no elec- councillors were "in favor.... of
:!ricity, ~~ny .havt; charged that . withholding the whole bill."
Lhe PSC 1s m violation of the law.
Laurion a former candidate
ThePSC disagrees. _
for mayo~ of Rochester, said
~ymond Bennett, a . staff · pressure from the office of Mayor
assistant f~r the D~yer office of . John Shaw influenced _many of
the PSC, said the utility company the councillors. He said there was
"h~sn'~ m~de a decision (on what no debate on the issue.
action it will take) because no one
Shaw and the other city counhas done anything."
cillors were unavailable for
Alth?ugh the D~ver School comment. The Portsmouth City
C<:>mm1ttee voted six. to one ~o· - Council is expected to votP on
w1thh~ld 17 pe_rc~nt of its PSC b~ll whether to withhold 17 percent of
followmg a s1mllar vot~ late m the city's utility bill sometime
J~nuary by th~ Dover Cit~ Coun- next week. There is no indication
,cil, Be~nett saicf the PSC will take· of the vote's outcome.
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MUSO&SCOPE
present in concert

GIL SCOTT-HERON
BRIAN JACKSON
Tuesday February 21, 8:00 p.m.
Granite State Room
Memorial Union Building (MUB) ·
-(

Tickets
$4.00 students
$5.00 non-students
andatdoor

Tickets Available at
the MUB Ticket Office
Reservations available
phone 862-2290

THE NEW. HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY FEBRUARY
17,
1978
.
.
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editorial
There's a lot to consider
Although it may not seem it, the current
outbreak of the flu on campus is forcing some
hard decisions by University administrators. They
are decisions which will affect the rest of the
semester.
David Regan, the assistant to the director of
health services at Hood House, estimates that
more than 800 students have been hit with the flu.
The situation. is at epidemic proportions.
Rumors have circulated on campus that classes
will be cancelled for a day, for a week and even
as long as· the rest of the month. The administration
has heard the rumors and has been bothered by
the persistent phone calls. !
Robert Keesey, the executive assistant to Uni,versity President Eugene Mills1says classes are still
·planned without interruption. Buth~ say~ the ~itu-

ation can always change. Even so, he realizes
there are more overriding factors than the health
of students.
If classes were cancelled, for any extended
period, the spring vacation may have to be sacrificed. The administration knows that many stu- ·
dents, faculty members and staff have already .
_made plans for that week.
If classes were cancelled, faculty and staff ·
members might also have to be relieved.
If classes wer~ cancelled, the exams which are
scheduled for these next two weeks would have
to be rescheduled. This would alter the entire
l:imc l:ablo

of thG> "Qmgi;:t.er

Th~ flu cannot be driven from Durham over
a weekend. ~More than likely, one or two days

off would not solve the epidemic. Dorm life and
dining hall living would not be affected.
Officials at Hood House say a flu epidemic
lasts about six weeks. The probability of a four
or five _w eek vacation for all members of the
University is highly unlikely.
Of course, the most important factor in the decision is the health of everybody involved. Health
officials and University officials have everybody's
best interests in mind.
But, unfortunately, everybody's best interests
sometimes conflict. Such is the situation with the
flu epidemic at UNH. Chances are that no classes
will be cancelled, and we'll h::a~Q to ~tic"k it emf- lf
so, it won't be through any neglect or lack of
sympathy from University decision makers.

letters
! I

the faculty senators did not want to · schedules, and determination of exam
To the Editor:
As a resident of Massachusetts, I act hastily, without consulting their cove· age. While not all students luve
must admit that I was astounded upon constituents first. It is unfortunate that been completely satisfied with my deThe New Hampshire sees the cisions and conduct, 1 have not yet
. my first exposure to the now infamous
i
Senate's action only in terms of the heard that the council svstem is 1nexploits of your Governor Thomson.
·
My initial question was, how did this exercise of power. The editorial speaks C'lfoctive or unfair.
In my courses of 30-50 students. I
turkey ever get elected? Fortunately, 1 of a lack of student "clout" in the
I can go home to the bureaucratic Academic Senate; yet I am sure that IK1ve been able to form a council by To the Editor:
To the Editor:
Recently The New Hampshire
mess in Massachusetts, but most of The New Hampshire would not wish asking for volunteers. Larger cours<'s
Meldrim Thomson has a lot of damn
you have to live with this joker at to see an important measure rail- might find an election procedure more has run a series of articles and letnerve saying the things that he did
roaded through the Senate purely on appropriate. I should point out that a ters dealing with the subject of the
the head of your state government.
while on his recent trip to South
eoi.mcil formed at the beginning of the athletic program(s) at the University
I can only hope that you will remem- the strength of student "clout.··
Africa. Not only did he disgrace the
As for the proposal itself, I voted sPmester would be able to deal with of New Hampshire.
ber the Governor's excursions to South
people of New Hampshire but he
The most current article dealt with
Africa and Taiwan, his violation o.f the for recommittal because, as I see it . prnhlcms throughout the entire semes. disgraced the country that he claims
ter. and the instructor would not have : the subject of the indoor track; apfi:eedom of speech of state depart- it addressed two separate questions
lo love.
ment heads and any other exploits requiring separate considerations. For to wait until mid-semester to learn a- parently insufficient funds have made
It seems that Vorster and Thomson
bout major or minor student concerns . it fiscally impossible to repair the poor
which I may not be aware of at this the first, the Academic Standards Com·
make very compatible bedfellows.
Mark DcVoto condition of this facility. As a result,
The question then becomes; how can
time. Then when it comes time to vote .miliee wiW oe aware of plenty of .goo~
Associate Professor of Music a rival Yankee Conference school has
· man who embraces a degenerate,
for Governor in the upcoming election, · t'easons ror moroughly' examining the
refused to compete on the UNH surput someone in there with at least entire existing procedure of end-ofracist regime, that continues to treat
course evaluation, . and suggesting
face. This is a sad situation, placing
other human beings as · if they were
a hint of brains.
both the athletes and coaches in an unchanges: Most ot my fellow faculty, ·
animals. hold a position of such high
fortunate position. The ramifications
Ron Money 1 think,. would agree that the proceesteem in the United States of
are quite obvious; the advantage of a
America. A country dedicated to the
dure could be much improved.
home meet has been taken away from proposition that all men are equal. A
The other question, which is obvioustheir schedule, thus putting their :
country where Martin Luther King is a
ly of more immediate concern to stuchances of a winning season in jeo- ·
hero to young and old alike, and where
dents, is simple: how can students
pardy.
his · dream is passed on from
,
obtain a direct and us~ful input into To the Editor:
This is a cm:ious situation since the
generation to generation--the dream-How many of you are....ffeaded tothe conduct of their courses while they
that all men would be as one.
are enrolled in them? I personally wards an occupation/that requires the executive members of tl,e UNH Athletic Department have expressed a deI hope, I pray that the answer is that
feel that a written mid-course assess- ' acquisition of funds through federal,
the people just didn't understand how
To the Editor:
men( besides being fraught with im- · state, or private foundation .grants?\ sire to attain winning results from all
degenerate the man himself reallv
The editorial in Tuesday's New practicalities, is not the best mechan- Did you realize that your chances of the major and minor intercollegiate
was. It's up to all of us now and we've
Hampshire. dealing with the Aca- ism for accommodating students' Iegi- getting funded is determined by your teams. Careful review of the 1976-77
ability to write a decent proposal to the fiscal year budget shows that of an apalready put if off too long. There are
dcmic Senate's action on Monday re- timate concerns.
over 10.000 people who read this paper.
fl'1Ting back to the Academic StanRather. I would commend to the at- appropriate organization? Anyone proximate total of $32 million for the
You can make a difference--you must
dards Committee the proposal on mid- tention of both students and facuftv who has had prior experience with this University, only $870,000 were allocated
make a difference. Right now, the
course evaluations, requires some the foilowing idea which has been su/- · process will tell you that without this to all the intercollegiate teams and
primary problem is to get him out of
corn ments.
cessfully realized in my own larger knowledge, your chances of getting recreation athletics at New Hampthe Governor's office. As far as the
. shire. Obviously there isn't enough
The proposal was not "neatly and courses for several years. A council funded are greatly reduced.
A grantsmanship seminar did exist money for all the programs here at
presidency is concerned there is no
conveniently brushed aside." It was re- of students enrolled in the course is
___
. _
_
,.
worry. I, myself, believe that the
ferred back to the committee only af- constituted to receive. transmit. and here at one time, but is was discon- U~H.
With this in niind, alternative sources
American people are far too moral to
ter a lengthy and thoughtful debate. argue student grievances, suggestions, tinued for, among other reasons,' a
ever let him close.
Ner was it the Committee's intent, and general observations about the in- lack of interest. The recently formed 01 lhcffine musfoe Tnvestigated and
I am spending the winter in Arizona,
accordiog to Chairman Dan Smith, structor's conduct of the course. My Community Development Club takes appropriated. The selling of hot dogs
. a state where Barry Goldwater · is
that the proposed trial evaluations be own experience with these representa- ' issue with this. We believe that there is and coke doesn't provide the necessecond only to God. But from what I ~ instituted this semester, but rather, be- live bodies, which meet with me as a sufficient number of students who sary income to generate the needed
can see. the people here find Mel
ginning next fall. If the proposal is necessary, indicates that I can hear would be interested, and that the · funds for the large-scale improvement
Thomson amusing. But believe me,
resurrected--as I hope and expect that about student anxieties immediately problem is not a lack of interest but of our athletic facilities and teams.
The 1976 Report of the Commission
none of us would be amused if we had
it will be, with some changes--it will and effectively when they are presented rather a lack of communication. The ·
to put up with two more years of the
certainly be debated further by the to me, in a way which ensures the , question then becomes; How to bridge on UNH Athletic Programs suggests
.Jester's antics.
·
Academic Senate, with ample time for · anonymity of the petitioner. The · this communicajion gap? A good way ·some alternatives for major athletic
W_ayneKing
full consideration.
.. method has repeatedly enabled me to to begin would be to attend our next programs and facility improvements.
Apache Jct.
If Monday's vote see_m ed peremp- , work out sensible compromises on such meeting, which is scheduled for For example, the report cites the posArizona
tcir:, · that was certainly . riot oecause· matters as assignment loads, exam Thursday, Feb. 23 at 1 p.m. in the third sibility of "student project support."
This practice would allow (in basic
floor conference room of James Hall.
For some time now, people have de- ·terms) the student body "to assess it. plored the state of apathy that exists self for a period of years at a rate
here at UNH. The most ·common ex- which will provide annual income sufMichael Minigan
Editor-in-C~uer
cuse for this has been that students ficient to pay debt service on a new
·Ginny Maytum
Managing Editor
are interested solely in academics. facility." This would enable the UniBusiness Manager
· Chris Dobbrow
Well, here is ap opportunity to express versity to bo'trow the necessary funds
, Ted Pease
News Editors
that interest in a decidedly easier for improvement or building of a new
Diane Breda
fashion than tbe usual 1:1 hour library facility. The report also cites that sue- Sports Editor
Paul Keegan
cessful results have been realized by
binge.
Arts Editor
Barbara Scott
There is only one stumbling block other universities using this program.
Steven Morrison
Photo Editor
Perhaps, in light of the present conand -one catalyst,- and they both are
Ass't Photo Editor
Artlllman
you. We are a small group and are dition of the athletic facilities (as they
powerless to act unless pressure is are) at UNH, this "Student Project
Editorial
brought to bear on both the ad- Support" plan should be investigated
Assistant Sue Nickerson
Be,sy Strong
ministration and faculty. So, what the -more seriously, thus opening the posPhotographers Brenda Cooperman
Catherine Tully
Hell? Why not give a damn for a sibility for new developments in our
Lee Hunsaker
Slaff Rosalie H. Davis
growing athletic programs.
_
change?
•
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ettets
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor ana
, prints them as...space allows, but canllot guarantee the inclusion' of any
letter.
.. __
·
All letters must be typed, double spa1...eu ,md a maximum of 500 words in
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions
'
·
on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Ha,rtpshire, Room 151, Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.
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alleviate the less than perfect conditions that exist at the present time and
make our sports program truly repre-seillative arid competitfve-with our rivars.
··· · · -- ---· ··
·
Charles C. Wemyss Jr .
. (Co-Captain UNH Crew Club)

Bookstore
To the Editor:
i - F<>r Hie past n;-a:nd a half years I have
enjoyed aple"asanfrelationsh1p
with the people in the campus
bookstore. They are fine people, and I
believe that, with proper support and
action from far above, they could ren. der superb service to the community.
Though I am given to react to things
and situations a bit more rapidJy and
energetically than most people, I have
come to accept the bookstore as it is,
as I must perforce accept the weather.
But I am none the less led to wonder
what prompted the advertisement on
page 15 of The New Hampshire of
Feb. 7. The message about the
bookstore. in bold tvoe. was "Relv on
your textbooks." It has to have been
written by someone with a truly
Olympian sense of humour.
For 34 semesters in an unbroken
series, the bookstore has failed to get
the French books we needed when we
needed them. Once, several years ago,
I thought they had, and wrote them a
letter of gratitude and congratulation.
I later found out that I had been wrong.
Chance conversations with co'f.:
;leagues in other fields indicate that
countless coursesare aisrtipfed, -if'not
ruined, when teachers are informed
from two days to tw9 weeks before the
beginning of a semester that the books
· they ordered three months previously
tertain their parents for the entire
'. period.
are not available.
This situation has never perceptibly
For k.iture planning students may
perturbed the administrative officers
like to know that the third and final
of the University. From all appearan- To the Editor:
Parents' Weekend for this academic
ces, it would seem that what is--or
r'irst, a belated but sincere "thank year will be April 7-8.
used to be--an absolute essential of vou" for vour excellent editorial last
Thank you for your continued
learning, books in the hands of stu- iall pert..;ining · to the first Parents' ,·ooperation and support.
, dents, is of little concern to them.
Ed and Barbara Hobby, Presidents
Weekend of this academic year.
- What is at work here is what seems
UNH. .farents' Assoc_\ation
Now that we are approaching our
to be the most basic of all the prin- second weekend, we hope that once
ciples of fool-all-of-the-people-all--of- · again you will urge students to invite
the-time administration, perhaps, for
their parents to visit the campus.
all I know, what has made the solid
While some parents may feel free to
reputation of oar greatest schools of
attend without a specific invitation
business and industrial psychology,
from their sons and daughters, most
J the Editor:
the power of our largest corporations,
will no doubt feel happier about
At this moment, I _am sitting in the
the stability of government,--a bad
coming if they are assured of a
library. not feeling the effects of the
situation, allowed to continue inwelcome.
definitely, will eventually seem norThere is a variety of programs Texas A strain flu, but of temwell in excess of a tolerable
mal.
· scheduled for parents beginning Thur- peratures
·
level.
Louis Hudon
day evening, Feb. 23, so that students
Doesn't the UNH Service Dept. know
Professor of French
need not feel that they will have to en-

mosf

Parents

·that it is hard enough to study when
you're comfortable, much_less sitting _
in the tropical rain forest known as B
floor. Whatever happened to turning
the thermostat down (that's counterclockwise)?
·can't something be done about this
situation? I must go now, another
grove of palm trees and a pond has
just appeared before me. Or is this just
another mirage brought on by the
savage desert heat?
Donald Frechette

The New Hampshire is now accepting
applications for its 1978-79 staff.
. These are PAID positions.
For an exciting experience in the
_w orld of journalis1n,
.come work with us.

1

Since f<'rank is intelligent and per•..: eplive .r think he's a good judge of
.vhat's happening around him <re:
,· lassroom invaders! .
·

To digress a bit, may I recommend
you a course in argumentation'? I
undl'rstand it's very worthwhile since
the student learns to dispense with
certain faulty reasoning palterns--ad
· l10minem
arguments,
emol ion
provoking clicbes, and the like . You
. may find the course helpful.
By the way. if you need a copy of the
the Editor:
· hook. Frank will sell vou his .
Dear Chris Saunders:
Frank·s roommate.
Frank Toto is my roommate. He's a
Paul F . Driscoll
tf~irly nice guy, though sometimes he
UNI! sfudmf
lo

Toto

To

-- - -

The New Hampshire

gets on me about my leaving the room
a mess. If you'd -like lo meet him rm
sure he'd be more than willing lo get
together with you.
·

-

- ._ - - - - ...

- . - - - - - - ........

~

- ,...,

Unhurried.
Quiet.
Crepes.
-Lasagna.
Intimate.
Chicken Divan.
Quiches.
Yes!
In
Newmarket!
Lobster Pie.
Unique.
Teriyaki Beef Kebab.
Saltimbocca a la Romana .
Relaxing lounge.
Salads.
Unusua1 lunches,
11 :30 - 2 daily
Vegetarian
Specials.
Dinner 5.;;: 9
Sun. - Thurs.,
5-10
Sat. and
Sun.

Applications are being accepted for
Editor-in-Chief

. Business Manager

Managing Editor

Sports Editor

News Editors (2)

.Arts Editor
and more.....

Applications may be picked up
in roo1n 151 of the MUB

lamprey
tavern
and
restaurant
164 main st.
newmarket nh.
lounge open u'!til legal closing
membf.r newmarket setVice club

!
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Vampire vamping is fun .
By Matt Vita

. "Kasmira" (Suzanne Cornelius) lends a hand while
"Baron Vordenburg" (Mark Ragonese) drives home a
point with "Theresa Rheinfeldt" (Kimberly Dempsey)
during rehearsals for The Shadow of Dracula.

The play does have its funny
The first act ended on a ,
The world of blood-loving vam- lines. Most of them are spoken by down note with a missed light
pires, vampiresses and their foes Gabrielle, a young woman ·who cue. The audience wasn't sure
wielding crosses, wooden stakes, knows the house is haunted by whether or not the act had ended,
and cloves of garlic in defense vampires,
and
eventually and was late in applauding.
was in full force last night as the ' becomes one herself.
The show was entertaining,
Gabrielle, played by _ Nancy though. The blood-sucking scenes
University Theater's production ·
of Ward~U Lucas's "The Shadow
were done humorously and ,
of Dracula!" opened at the John- Sakla~, is filled wi th cynici_sm . showed good taste, and some of
son Theat~r.
a~d dirty humor. She once im- the exits through the light and
Unlike some UNH productions, pishly tE:lls General Konrad (Ar- smoke were well-timed and fun to
"Dracula" was fast-paced and thur Iodice), "But I s~all rather ·- watch.
lively, although a bit too much so
for its own good at times.
"The blood-sucking scenes were done
During the first act, many of '
the actors and actresses stepped
on each other's lines consistently.
This may have been due to a case
humorously and showed good taste~"
of opening-night jitters, but
nonetheless, the audience missed
a great deal because of it.
die than be under you,
One problem that . did occur_
As the play wore on, gim- anywhere."
mickery took over for substance,
Kimberley Dempesey, who . throughout the play, and this was
with various vamoires appearing Dlaved Thea. the voung innocent especially evident when there ,
and disappearing in flashes oI who is turned into a vampiress,
were three or less characters on
light and smoke. This.combined
with numerous gypsies, nuns, . was very convincing although she stage, was that the set was too
maids, and other types of : ,.ends up with a wooden . st~ke
humanity being thrown about through her heart--the fate of all large and expansive. Characters
often were speaking to each other
stage in ·c ombat~made the action vampires.
a bit difficult to follow.
The audience was generally at- over unnaturally long distances.
This production of "Dracula"
It was a castle, though, and
centers around a castle which has tentive, although it seemed a bit
been
inhabited
by
Count confused at times over what was · maybe rooms in castles are
Drakulaea and his relatives for actually happening on stage. The larger than most.
hundreds of years. At least three
of his vampiresses compete for action simply moved too fast with .
''The Shadow of Dracula!"
those women who visit the castle chara~ters r1:1!1ning o~ and off2 , will
be presented at the Johnwho have virg~~ blood.
.
vampires disappearing and son Theater on the UNH camT~ compebt~on oft~n got q~ite reappearing in clouds of smoke pus on Thursdays, Fridays
r ·with
physical, as did their relations
with those girls possessing pure / and characters gr_app mg
and Saturdays · at 8 p. m.
blood ~nd body.
ea~h other holdmg crosses. through Feb. 25. There is a
,/
The vampiresses parade about bibles, garlic, or whatever else .
the stage wearing garters sup- would ward· off their blood- Wednesday matinee perfor- ·
mance on F~b. 22 at 2 p._m.
porting knee-high hose, cap~s, craving enemies.
and what must be the latest
lingerie fashions out of Par.is .
They are led by Drakulaea
who was protrayed quite well b)' ,
Christian Swenson. Swenson is
both evil and humorous with his
long, narrow face and haunting .
voice.

'&•Ii&

entertai-nment
J

.

Lessons at Down Under

Dancing is desired in Durham
By Barbaf'.a Scott
To the uninitiated, Disco Dancing may look as incomprehensible
and instinctual as the dances
prairie chickens .do to communicate with each other.
Disco is really not that difficult, but it is a bit instinctual.
"Anyone who walks can dance. It
takes rhythm to walk,·• said Jim
Noble, mastermind of the plan to
bring Disco Dancing Lessons to
Durham.
Noble, who studied Disco Dan-

cing for four months in_§_~n J!,I~!l,·.
Puerto Rico. (Disco ccapital ofJ_l!e
world) founded the .. JD. Nobie
Disco Dance Review group with
the express intention of getting
Durham to Disco.
The group, including Noble, is
composed of UNH students well
trained in the art of Disco dancing. Nancy Lawton, Denise Haley, Gary Rumph, and Yvonne
Mayo. all trained intensively in
Boston, then practiced their steps
right here in Durham.

Disco dancing in Durham. (George Schwartz photo)

Disco, already at the height of
popularity, is predicted by many
to be teetering towards a fall into the great pile of forgotten fads.
Noble said, during a break in
last Friday night's blsco exhibition at the Kegroom, "Disco will
last another 2 years at most. Two
ye~rs ago, we had the Hustle.
Then a year later, the Bump.
Now there's just Disco."
·
Noble, dressed impeccably in a
three-piece suit, a heavy silver
necklace of silver and large rings,
clean shaven except for a neat
mustache and closely cropped
hair, is Dfsco.
Loud Disco music throbbed in
the darkened Kegroom, filled to
capacity with curious customers
dressed in anything from jeans to
double-knits.
Leopard spots of light slid in
circles over the walls, ceilings,
and customers, creating a distinct feeling of motion. Disco.
"Twenty years from now, kids
will be dancing Disco steps,".said
Noble,.a juniQr psychology major.
"My friends said that I couid start
Disco in Durham. I don't know if
it will last until next year .. But
we're not in it for the money.
The management gets about 20
per cent of everything we make.''
There is a desire to learn Disco
in Durham.
-Marion Horowitz, senior UNiI
student, said, "I just want to learn
how to do it right. I saw the movie,
Saturday ~ight Fever and was
impressed by the dancing."
Sue Sargent, UNH junior and
waitress at the Down Under Pub,
said, "I do dance a litt' ~ bit of
Disco. but I always likt: to learn
something new.''
According to Scott Dampier, '
manager of the Disco Review, 1015 people had already inquired
about lessons after Friday.night's
Kegroom exhibition.

According to, Jim Noble, dance instructor, Disco is all
a matter of timing. (George Schwartz photo)
"The biggest 'barrier to learning Disco is timidity." said Noble ..
"But, the average person can
learn the basics in a half an hour
to an hour."
"It's all a matter of timi_ng. The
guy leads, and the girl should follow. After that, it's all innovation."

The J.D. Noble Disco Da,:ice
Review will be giving lessons
·s-B p:m.-Sundaysat the Down
Under, and 7-7:30 p.m. Mondays and Tuesdays in Hubbard Hall for Area III studendents only. Five hours of dancinB..lessons costs $15.

-
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Two-step's

to
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Klondike Annie

a different drum

Pachyder'"' Plague

By _1:_~rr~ M~nma~ev

.
, vocals are underplayed, noCTuciu· ,'..:§c--T"wo':Step as this one is.
,11~~ on side A, "On_~, TbinJL I_
Somethmg 1s obviously differ- enough. The ending is disappoint. ent_about Aztec Two-Step. _It's as ing. H's a chorus fade-out. a stu- Forgot to Tell You,'' is written by
plam a~.. th~ ~~ver o! th~1r new · ilio gag, slicker than past aJoums. Billy Mernit. Side A ends with a
album. A~.1~mmgSmtes . __ __ ('Brand New," written by Fow- Rex Fowler ballad, sensitive and
1'ne music 1s mtterenL too. Cut , !er, redeems the album. The a- , poetic. Titled, "John Gary" it is
one on side A is a semi-rocker. coustic. ~uitar work b¥-..Eowler _ the longest number on the album .
."I Wonder If We Tried" is writ- and Shulman rises above the ' "John Gary was an Indian who
ten by two people new to the Az- driun beat and electric·· guitar· ; spent four days in jail and he
_tee camp, Johnny Vastano and work that haunts the rest of the · penciled on-a peeling wall/a pic_Tom Snow. The song has a piano album.
· ture and a tale."
intro backed by drums. An organ
Fowler's vocals are soft and
Side B has somewhat the same
slips i!] aftenl few bars. The drum .~Iear:._Tl:}e othe_r songs on this alpattern as side A. A few songs,
beat_ IS so sti:ong that Fowler's bum . are not as reco_g!!i.zab~y _ written by outsiders .have strong
beats. Then there are a few by
Two-Step reminiscent of their
former selves.
_ A f:ow.le.r. __c..omoositiw ''Hur.,..
' ting' 1s the onlv c.ut on m~ album
· ~ii which Fowier and Shulm~n do
any real harmonizing, which is a
shame because their harmony is
very sweet.
In past albUJl!S,._Shulma_11)s. fea~
· tured on at least one song. On
AdJofning Suites, Shulman sings
"l}p In _LU]~'s Room," a &W}g_a.-.
, bout . Aztecs favorite tfieme,
loving. "Up in Lilly's Rooni'sweet
scented secrets/treasures I was
searching for ... ''
-The tune is unsophisticated, but
the theme, the humor, and sensitivity that trademarks Aztec
.Twp ~tep is ve_ry wel_come.
The album ends w-ith ".;}orn
Again;;, a number representative
of Aztec's new style, which, for
lack of a better name, could be
called folk-fuqk.
·Fowler and Shulmai1- are exoloring new music. They seem to
:>e expanding in Adjoining Suites,
:i nd they certainly shouldn't be
1eld back . .
But the tragedy is, the quali· Hardcore Aztec. Two-step fans will be shocked and even
ties which made Aztec so special
disappointed by the duo's chic· new image. (Steve Morrison photo) ·
-ha~e been_ de-e~~hasizE:d. --

I dr~gged myself to class, glassy-eyed and weak with bags
under my eyes the size of coinpurses.
After five minutes, my eyes began to roll like tumblers on
a one-armed bandit. All lemons.
Twenty minutes into my two-hour class, my head began
to detach itself from my neck, threatening to shatter like a
. ripe pumpkin all over my notes.
· " ... to chronicle the 80-year lifespan of a character in one
· short story is truly ... " the professor's voice began to fade, _
sounding like a distant lawnmower on a steamy summer
day.
Twenty-tive minutes into my class, my handwriting ·
deteriorated into blue fettucini.
In 30 interminable minutes, my stomach was gripped by
pai~ worse than post-pancake at the dining hall. I was, I
realized, yet another victim of the PACHYDERM PLAGUE . .
I. began to hallucinate to pass the time until I could feed
and flush my fever with food and potent elixers. But as I
hallucinated, I got the most incredible feeling of deia vu:
Hallucination (black and white, 90 min.). Crusty b_ut
benign Bull elephant thrashes _through southern Californian
jungles intent upon reaching his ultimate goal, The Elephant
Grav'eyard.
Hot on his heels, two hunters in white try to shoot him to
win his valuable ivory tusks. Little . does the bull elephant
realize that he leads them to a wealth of ivory; the Elephant
Graveyard where thousands lie in the throes of some dread
disease which is sweeping the jungle.
An entire herd of Kickapoo kick off as Cheetah looks on.
The bull elephant, delirious with fever, thrashes through
the same neck of the woods repeatedly. Finally, he stumbles
into a jungle of red tape and is trapped. But hang on, help is
on the way when the Apeman of the jungle swings in to his
aid...
.
I found myself stad.ng blankly at my professor nodding in
agreement to anything he said.
"And then the heavens opened up and Felicite saw God as '
a hu~e stuffed parrot."

Count on Dracula to get thf: point through
· By Barbara Scott
.
travelogue, which- he presented at · the- first to discover and docu' A Night In Transylvania, by · the Scarsdale Congregational ment Dracula's castle in 1969:
Church in New York. An editor
Kurt Brokaw. 135 pages.
The Count's castle is located in
Five hundred and two years
ago last Christmas, the real .
Dracula was found beheaded in a
. swamp in southeast Tran- ,
sylvania.
Alive barely 45 years, he has ·
lived on since then in folklore,
movie, and myth.
.
After a trip to the real
Dracula's castle in Transylvania,
· Brokaw, the author, compiled a
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

from Grosset and Dunlap who
was in the audience asked
Brokaw to write a book about his
trip .
From this offer arose, A Night

in Transylvania, the Dracula
Scrapbook.

The introduction is written by
Radu Florescu . and Raymond
McNally, professors at Boston
College. The two professors wer~

Cakndar

~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

Friday, February 17

1

University Theater-Dracula, Paul Creative Arts Center.
Shows at~ p.m. For ticket information, call 2-2290. Show
runs Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays through February 25 -:"
.
MUB Pub-Off & Sailing, Rock and Roll. Starts at 8 p.m.
Franklin Theater-Smokey and the Bandit, starring Burt
Reynolds. Shows at 6:30 and 8:30.

Saturday, Fe~ruary 18
WUNH FM 91.3-Requestfully Yours. The Bull Brothers
serve up your requests. 8 p.m.
MUB Pub-Off & Sailing, Rock and Roll. Starts at 8 p.m.
Concert-Jonathan Edwards and Livingston Taylor at 9 p.m.
in New Hampshire College Gym. Tickets $4 with UNJ-i

I.D.

.,.

the Carpathian Alps in Romania.
Brokaw was inspired by the
castle's discovery to go there and
do his own research.
Following the introduction is a
fascinating biography of the real
Prince Dracula.
Dracula means devil. After
becoming prince of Tran~ ·
sylvania, Dracula took another
name, "Vlad Tepes," which is
Romanian for - ''Vlad the Impaler.''
Dracula earned this nickname '
for his pecular method of law en- i
forcement. He impaled.criminals~,
enemies, and those he didn ~t
much care for on sharpened
wooden poles set out in public as
a gentle reminder to his subjects. ·
During his six year reign, the
Prince skewered between 75,000
and 10,000 people. This method of
law enforcement was so effective
that an entire army of enemy
Turks turned and fled after
viewing thel_grisly display.
Dracula did have non-violent
redeeming qualities, though.
lie
emnmated
the
draft,
· redistributed land from the
wealthy to the poor, and built
monasteries. He admired hard
work and honesty, and luckily for ,
his subjects, possessed a sharp ·
sense of humor.
Just what makes Dracula
created through Bram Stoker's.
mvel, through movies, ma~,
. comics,
and
now
plays
s~ulartoday?
· Brokaw- saitl,
··oracwa ·s
popularity is due to his arThis is far from beinJ a bedtime storybook. Tales of
chetypical simplicity -in our complex worla. Ifracula · is easy to . impalings,. mw:der, kidn~pping, and walk~g dead. will
deal with. He's totally evil, and keep you listenlilg for thmgs . that go bump m the night.
(Steve Morrison photo)
without exception, is destroyed
· bygood."
Included is a detailed tour
guide · of Transylvnia with disappeared to: Nobody. ~nows, be stabbed through the heart with
descriptions and pictures of yet.
_
a wooden stake, be decapitated,
many historical attractions.
Brokaw also includes native or burned.
Airfare to Bucharest, the Romanian folklore.
The last chapter is a delightful
capitol of Romania, is only about. . In Romanian lore, a vampire is history of Dracula as we know _
$450, and since the influx of someone who is "undead." They him in film and literature. Most
tourists has been so-r.e cent, one are usually criminals or sinners of the illustrations come from
·can visit irt hopes of uncovering of some sort whose bodies will not · Brokaw's own collection. Put Poe
new facts about the Prince, such decompose in the grave.
to the side, pull up a candle, and
as, where . his __ remains have
To exorcise a vampire, he mus~ sink your teeth into this book.

.

.

Su'\day, February 19
WUNH FM 91.3-King Biscuit Flour Hour. Jesse Winchester ·
and Rick Danko. 10 p.m.

MUB Pub-Bean Oldies. Starts at 8 p.m.
Concert-Tom Rush, Jonathan: Edwards, Ina May Wool.
Benefit concert for the Stop Se~l:-rook Team. 8 p.m. in
P~outh HigJl Audit~rium. $5 & $1 in agvance, $6 & $8
at the door. Tickets on sale at Jodi's in Durham, Sessions
Music Store in Portsrnou_!!t, and Dyno Records in New~uryport.

· Monday, Febn,ary 20
WUNH FM 91.3-Evening Classics. Michael Frantz hosts 2
hours of ~orks from the great _m asters. _
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More housing expected
HOUSING
.
.
·
rcont1nued from page 3

everyone currently living on
campus who wants to return
"will be taken care of."
"Natural migration," he said,
47 Main_Street -- Tel. 888-2450
ticipates 4630 spaces available by · usually opens enough spaces in
next fall.
University housing for those
Complete Resume Service
The extra housing spaces the students who rank above current
Graduate Theses & Dissertt;itiom : University anticipates by next on-campus students on the
fall will be created by converting priority list.
"Ready Made Copy-Same DayService.,, . certain double rooms into triples Migration refers to those
, and a few singles into doubles, students who graduate, transfer,
said Robillard. Also, several withdraw are suspended or
small rooms previously used for · chose to 'move off campus for
such things as linens will become personal reasons.
. ~mall single rooms. There will be
If the number of students who
a total increase of approximately want to live on campus exceeds
260 spaces.·
the number of spaces available,
R~~illard said h~ expects that the University will l!lake room

of Durham

G

opy

~~~e work may
SEABROOK
.
continued from page 3 ·
decision," said Lewis.
·
"It reaffirms the due hearing
process. It will make allowances
for cross-examinations which .
·

he:halted

- · ·
t
·d ed ·
·,, ·
· ·
w~r~ no . <:ons~, er_
m. the . arrived a~, sa1dLe~1s.
or1gmal dec1S1on, said LeWis.
Accordmg to Lewis, SAPL has
--w1tn tne new ID1ormat1on, we

FOOSBALL
TOURNAMENT
Feb. 23 & 24th .

MUB Games Area

SCOPE tided"-

'

Games Roon,

-

$1.50 per player

class1fied ads----'

cars for sale
1971 Green Opel stati!m w_agon. Body _and
interior in very good cond1t10n. New tires.
1900 Engine runs smoothly. Askmg $925
742-0535. 2/ 28
FOR SALE : 1971 MGB Good condition,
_great sprjn__g car . .convertible-askiJJ~2200.
Write P .O. Box 194. Durham for cteta1ls. U24
MGB 1971 Dark green , low mileage . Needs
some work, best offer over trade-m ($1000)
Call Marc at 868-7484. 3/3
For Sale: 1952 Chevy Pick up. Rebuilt
235 stock engine. Rebuilt trans and rearend.
Originally from New Mexico. Little rust.
Price negotiable. Jeff Doran 926-2486 Hampton Falls. 2/17

i iuv111g a party
orjust£or
a sweet toot/1

(' ;ii, ,· ... K Pk ...
\ L ,d ,_·

H

I {

hdt· ,

Call Charlie

802-Ia04

1969 Trium~h GT6 48/000 mi. ; $1650 nego2 21
. bl 742-6 88 R"ch
1
t ia
e.
•

JEEP 1971 Wagoneer V8 Automatic PS, PB
Mechanically Great, Body Good $1,000 or offer. Frank Cook 38 Young Drive 868-7554.
2/17 ,
1974 Must II , Air Cond ., Automatic Trans.
00.000 mile, 4 cyl .. excellent on gas! Good condition . $2,100. 749-4515 2/21 For Sale : 1969 Dodge Dart Conv. 318 V-8
Good condition, minor repairs $55/J or best
offer. Call 742-3402 after 6:00 P .M. 2 117
Must Sell. 1977 Honda Accord. Automatic
FM Radio, Snow Tires, A.C. Six Months Ask
McCann after 6 p .m. Call 207-363-

~1~r2/~B

1966 Ford Fairlanet 4 dr., auto. 1 P .S. ,
RADIO, GOOD HEA & tires . Neeos body
work . $400 or best offer 742-8983. 2/21

1972 MG Midget, low mileage excellent condition . $2200 664-2162 after 6 2/17
FOR SALE: '67 VW Squareback. Rebuilt
engine. No rust. new tires. Best offer Call
868-2349. 2/17
1971 VEGA-Inspected and runs weli. Virginia
car means ntne rui,t. .H.ama1_ures, am-fm,
tape player $495. Russ 659-5092 2/24
,
For Sale : 1968 V.W. Bug-2 brand new snow
tires, rebuilt engine lille new, brand new
brakes and mufffer, needs body work, body
viJi not pass inspection. Call 742-1449. $200.
Must sell. 1977 Honda Accord Automatic FM
radio, Snow tires, A.C. Six months old Like
new. $5000 Firm. Call 862-2010. Ask for Mrs.
Mccann. After 6 p.m. call 207-363-3189 2/28

for sale

pre-paid class ad form
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no _othor _ ponding cou_rt

!3-ga_mst the PSC but their .l~wyer
1s m the process •of filmg a
"motion of stay" to stop construction.
"We are hopeful that the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ·
· will halt construction. The
cooling
system · is
now
unauthorized so construction
· should be stopped,'.' said Lewis.
Kirk Stone of the Clamshell Alliance said_, "We feel ex:
cited, but i_t' s limited joy because
it (the court decisfon) doesrrt
change or even challenge the
decision (to build the plant)."
"We are particularly glad
because the decision comes from
the hard work of the.Seacoast Anti-Pollution League a_!>.d tlie
Audobon Society,'' said Stone. .
"We aren't taking credit. We
congratulate them.''
Although the -Clamshell ~i~c
has been outspoken 011 !>~ttling·,
the Seabrook coristruction in-the
courts, Stone said the court
decision proved that ''persistence
in legal intervention does have its
payoffs."
"The legal system doesn't
provide an adequate avenue for
the average citizen's voice. We
need to increase the number of
people saying no to the plant until
it can't be ignore<I:: This ~e~i~ipn~. . just shows the legal system does
work in a limited way," ~aid
, Stone.

wafts

Stereo for Sale: Onkyo receiver, 53
- per channel, KLH three way speakers, PE
turntable with Empire cartridge. Cost new ·
$940. Sell for $450. Call 659-2632 (after 5
p.m .) 2/21
TURNTABLE-Dual 1225 automatic turntable. Dust cover and a $40 Pickering cartridge included. Bought last year for $195
must sacrifice for $115. Sounds great. Cali . ·
749-2844 ask for J .T. 2/17
Firewood - All hardwood cut to desired
length ; split and delivered. $35.00 for half
coril 435-6502. 2/17
USED SKI EQUIPMENT - Size 10 Rosemount Boots - $15. 50 in. Barrecrafter Poles
$5. Marker Rota mat bindings, 4 toes, used
once. I'll sell separate or together. Call
Mike 862-1819. 2/ 24
FOR SALE: Professional Swivel Desk Chair
$30 - Krebs Maple coffee table $40 - Locke
Boston Rocker $40 - Clover green tole floor
lamp $25. Call 659-2729 after 5:30 p.m . 2/17
Lloyd's multiplex stereo system. AM/FM,
8 track, phono, 2 walnut stereo speakers,
$125 firm.lf interested contact: Bob Wiseman
438 Stoke or Call 2-2378. 2/17
For Sale : 10 speed bike Bianchi Strata
23" frame excellent condition $120 742-6583
Steve. 2/17
Caber competition ski boots size 9. Listed
for $150 new. Will sacrifice for $80. Am
moving South. Must tcy them on to appreciate
comfort & support. Call 749-4296 <Dover) 3/3
Skis Head Comps. Giant Slalom 200 cm.
with Salamon Nevada bindings $30 one pair
Garmont boots size 11 $35. Call Richard
436-4872 after 9:00 or call Air Force ROTC
and leave message, 3/3
Refrigerator, 1.5 cubic foot, 3 years old,
exc. cond., free delivery on campus $60.
Calculator, $10 Call Walter, 742-4448 in p.m.
2/17
FRYE BOOTS - hardly been worn. Men's
size 8 pull on., 14" . Call Sue 868-7076. Asking
$35 or best ofrer. Must sell 2/17
Lan~o Boots, new, never been used, last
years model. Womens size 7½M, find them
at the Hardware House. Only·$95 from $185, ·

A.K.C. registered golden retrievers for sale.
Reasonable price. Have shots and health
certificates. Call 742-4572 or write L. Monica
69 Portland Ave. Dover, N.H. Ready end
of March. 3/3
FOR SALE: Beautiful suede jacket original
Polish-made (front hand embroidered) completely lined with fur size 9-11. Only worn
twice like new $60. Call 742-6487. 2/17
Guitar - Gibson S G standard hard shelllined case. Must sell now! Call K.C . 868-2861.
2/17
Guitar - Cimar folk guitar with case. In
immaculate condition, good sound $100 call
749-3900evenings. 3/17
For Sale: Trunk mounted ski rac_k1 fits most
models $7. Mexican jacket, sueae leather
.with fringe , size 38 mens, $18. Beige cordoroy
mens leisure suit, never worn, size 42 jacket,
38 short slacks $8. Two leather bicycle
seats $1 each. Cab 742-8662 after 5 p.m . 3/17
Water bed - Double bed (queen sized) ;
complete with frame 1,platform, liner, heater,
Y.!L
and hardware $55. Cau 749-3900 evenings. 3/17
Misses Deerskin suede jacket, seal brown,
ziP.:<)Ut lining, size 18, brand new; cost $130,
will sell for $100. Tel: 225-2372. You may
call collect. 2/24
For sale: Brody modern pedestal kitchen
SMALL HOUSE FOR RENT Cottage living
set. Four wrought iron pedesfal chairs; black/
in newly remodeled country setting. Huge ·
white swirl <fesign cushions. Round table
bedroom, can be subdivided, shower, kitexpands to oval. Excellent condition. $150.00
chen with range and refrigerator. Den opens
742-9495 after 5:00 p.m. 2/24 '
. to large porcfi. Garage and large barn for
Fischer 201 AM-FM stereo amplifier-receiv- · storage. Animals allowed with <feposit. Call
Kathy at 436-3377. On Sagamore Road near ·
er. ½ price ..$90 · used down coat $10,
Ladd's in Portsmouth 2/17
Books for Man in His Environment and The
Living World. Very cheap ! Call 664-2441
before 8:30 A.M. after l0;OOP.M. 2/17
Rent : Apartment in central location of
Skis - K2 Holidays 085 cm> w/444 bindings.
Dover. On K-van route near grocery. To
Reiker size 9 foam-filled buckle boots. Call
lease or sublet 100/mo cail Nancy, 742-5338 or
Dorothy 749-4169 after 3:30 p.m . 2/17
ram 65!!:5622. For Sale: Skis 190's Rossignol Comps. Used
three times. Look Neva<fa bindings. $150.
For Rent: Furnished Apartment in Dudlam,
Call Nancy Lawton 868-9177 or 862-2455. _2J! 7
available immediately for 2 female ·
Ski boots Nordica Grand Prix, two pair
roommates. $90/month includes all hut elecsize 8, and size 11 both almost brand new.
tricity. Call 659-2036 after 6 - Ask for Kris,
.
Sell for $100. Call George in rm 634 at · Nancy, or Roberta. 2/17
868-9713 or 2-2382. 2/24

for rent
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Mistakn on our part merit one additional run.·
Amt. encl.:

Make check1.p.ay1ble to:

TO RUN _ _ TIMES.

The New Hampshire, llm. _lU,.Memorial Union.

C'~SPS

hope a better decision made
against the cooling system will be
·
:·

UNH

Thurs. & Fri.,

:: -• _
as~1g~ments based on the ne~
pr1or1ty system.
If ~ore students than the approximately 2600 spaces _want ~o
return on campus, exclusions will
be made based on a random lottery drawing.
_ . . . .. ..
The cons~ns~s of opm~?~.. . :.!s;
the new pohcy 1s more eqmtable
and ~ess di~cr!minatory than,the
previous pnonty system.
Ewa Celichowski, chairman of
DRAC; Peter Tandy, Student
body president and Robillard all
say t~ay they have received no
negab~e feedback fr~m students
regarding the new pohcy.
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0

Trustees reappoin~ Morse
~ary msmissajl: sai<f Morse~

MORSE
continued from page 2 -

"The board, however, decided,

I acuity · firing should go I)~: ccrtain rules nnd not through t hP
governor's office .··
i\l'cording to _political scienl'e
prof cssor .Joseph Ford. Thomson
is not out of line in his numProus
attempts to replac<' Morse.
''The governor h;,is t hP
,iuthnrily to have pPople appoi11tl~d ... Ford said. ''Thomson shows
n1orc interest in Universitv
pol icy than nw11:v ol th<· pa;t
governors of New Hampshire. Jhis intcrestP<l in the affairs of the

· I ;rn1 concPrn<'d about tlw fact
-111;1!
ttwre
are
('onslant
11 r,1ni11;il ions to su<·<·ecd Inf'. Bui.
ilw, oun<'il mak<'s no lePling th:il
~:hn uld not n•m'a in on
1,0,,nl: lwsaid.
, h,t1x111r111 of !lie IPgislaf11re·s
!·:1t;!('atio1wl Subcommittee LPo

uw ·

rd ( 1)-f>OV('r) Sd i<i Thomson
\I ors<· l'PlllO\'<'d chw to I hl'
ii11,·t•r11or·;-; pol ii ic._d I rust rat ions.
1\fl<•1· l1v<' v<\,rs. Thomson is
I ,i ·s

0

,,1

·,·,,11! s

s! i II not ;1 hi<' I<) control I IH· Hoard
J'rusl<'1•s.·· said L<' ~s.i rd

J

B,iard of Trustees bC'<'clllSe of l11 :,
own
W<'ll-dPl'i1J<1d
pol it i<',il
philosophies and his desin• th,1!
t lw
t rusl(-ps
rdle<'I
his
philnsophi,!s .. ,
/\('cording to .Jenkins. Tl1ornso11
will lllost likPI)· continue his l'f-~
forts to repla<·c> Morse.
Morse said, ''I ·cton't feer anv
.p;,irl icutir p .r C'SSIIJ'l' fr.Olll ~,,~C
}!nvcrnor. I would prefer IIH' m,,l tcr resolved. I mn willing to s<·rvt,;s d1airman as_!ong HS the lll<'llllH•rs of flu• Board of TrustPt's
desire me to. I scr\'c at tlw m<'m1,e,< plca~ure ...

<':

"Morse represents the gover11,, r · s l._i<.'.k ol control ov<.'r I h<'

A New Dimension in Cinema Luxury

ho.i rd. Thomson fN~ls IVl ors(• is
<·011s<!n·a t iv(' t'nough to d fee -J:, spend the Ii t t le morn.'.' t hti
-;t;il <' supplies to llw llni\·ersit:v ...

L~ A..
~~

~

1

,~

Academic programs available in:

■ FLORENCE
■ LONDON
■ AMSTERDAM ■ STRASBOURG
■ MADRID

■ MEXICO

* Apply now for FaU 1978
* Variety of courses offered

* No language background required
* Financial Aid' available
* Summer programs available in England, Italy,
Israel, Switzer1and, Austria, East Africa and
The Netherlands

For more inform9tion and application, write:

SYRACUSE

un1ueRSITY

335 Comstock Avenue
s;)•racuoc. Ne"" Yori<

, \,·co1·ding lo I .<.><.<.:~i ,·d , J\1or<.:<' ii-:.

.

DIVISIOn OP lnTERnATIOnAL
PROGRAmS ABROAD

FOUR EXCITING 11-tEATRES UNDER ONE ROOF!

1101
!, vr

a

SPEND NEXT .
SEMESTER ABROAD

Telephone

13~10

(310) Ll2.3·J471

Republican moderate -~!ld

rt'pn·senls the more liber~d
PIP1ne111s of thC' p;.H'ty Thomson is
d<·speratcly tr.ving to ovPrcome.
Morse said, "Obviouslv. the
i! OV<'rnor and I have different
pliilosophiPs and disagree on

Iw•NrEll a ~ I'
WE STILL HAVE A GREAT
SELECTION OF-BOOTS
FOR THE EN-TIRE FAMILY!

n1,m,· things. Basically. I am not
('onscrvaf ive as ttw govPrnor.

,i~

I IP would like to sPe someone of
his mm ideolog~, as chainm.m of
tll<' hoard ...
Mors~' said tuition increase is
one issue which he and Thomson
d1s"igrC'e.
· · 1n 1976. there wast he quest ion

GENUINE . SOREL FElt•L.~NER PACS

.of the governor's opposition to ·

·. .-.AS ALWAYS, DISCOUNT PRICES

.FEATURING

tuition incrPase ... he said. ''Tlw
board saw the nPPd for an in<Tl'aSP. Through the Office of t lw
('han<'eilor ol tlu• Universitv
S~·stcm1 f.11<' governor was shll\~·i1
t l,c 11el'd. Thom:--on realized I lw
ni>NI and appParcd bcfor<' thehoard in ravor of tlw in<Tl';isP . ··
J\ mor<• n·<·ent issue of
di :-;;, gn•t>nwnt . bet wren · I he

·I Wliy ·Pay

,RE·-.D'S'..
·

governor and Morse is that . of ·
linng part-time llNH journalism
111structor .1,i<'k Thomas frolll lht>
lJNII f;H'Ully_ Thomson reqUPSl('(I
I he f 1ri11g of Thomas for the art ic·I<• Thomds wrote in the Boston
< ~l<llH' calling New Hampshirl' ,l
· ·meddling neighbor."

''The governor called

for

More?

.·

BROADWAY

..~

Weekdays

9:30-9

I

~SHOE
·' BARN
Sai - DOVER

J~5:30

a.

classified ads.
services
PARTY: - or ,for any occasion. Cakes &

f};8 mad~ to order. -~ll Charlie at 862-1304.

TYPING of theses,._ resumes, reports,
correspondence, on hiM Correcting Selectric, choice of style/pitch, by experienced
business teacher/secretary. Fasti efficient,·
reasonable, dependable. Ca l Diana
Schuman,
University
Secretarial
Associates, 742-4858 4/28
·
·

Wanted: ·4th roommate7 Own bedroom in
, house w/ocean front yard. Call 926~120. 2/21
Roommate wanted to share two bedroom
apartment at Westgate in Dover on Kari-van
route. $95/month (mcludes heat and water).
Call R~ck 742-9187 evenings. 2/17 ·

SAILING 1\R-OUND"!'HE WORLD Leaving
Nov. '78 for 2 yrs - 6 paying crew wanted
$16,000 ea. 54' Ketch - Just finished circumnavigation-- contact Hall Newell Yacht Lady
Ester II - 1671 Miami Gardens Drive North
Miami Beach, Florida 33179 Phone 305-9491708.2/17

Part-time Salesperson wanted for monthly
Roommate needed (male ·or female) to
magazine Dover-Rochester area Call 431_share a 2 bedroom ..aot. Qr) .Heritage Hill in
71>52after6:00p.m. 2/24
_
Dover K-Vann stops there. Rent $90/mo/
narm. Heat and hot water IS 1ree. t'reter
.
Wanted
:
Responsible
Grad.
Student or
grad student or staff members, but students
are welcome. Call Ron Dumont at 2-2067 1 coup~e for live-in ·II!othe,:-1 s_he}P.er position.
1Spac1ous
waterrronroome.
-pfivafe
room,
Experienced carp.enters· will build custom 8a.m.-3p.m. and 742-7035 after 4 p.m. 2/24
Board, salary negotiable. Near Kari-van
caoinet~ shelves, furniture. Work with noble
Route. Call 659-2656 for infor. 3/3
woods. l;all Alex 868-5357. 2/17
Female roommate wanted: for nice sunny
apartment in · Durham on Madbury Rd.
TYPING: Letters, ltesumes, Reports~ Within short walk to campus. Call Sharon · Work study student needed to assist human
. developm<:!nt specialist in preparation of inTheses. 20 yrs. exp. 749-2692 3/3
868-2934 after 5 on Mon-Thurs. 2/21
fancy packets, early childhood newslette!";
roommates wanted - lakefront cottage
and ••~~sepJiIJg" project. '"Contact Mary Jo·
WANT to sell your used backoacking equip- · Two
in Barrington. Rent $75 a month each plus
:ierde,
yror Hailll62-20:N zntr ment or cross-country skis? Contact tlie heat
and utilities. Nine miles from campus ..
GREAT BAY TRADER, Lee traffic circle, · Call Steve
at
664-2324
or
862-1490
and
leave
868-7488. Ask for Jack Dudley. 2/17
·
message. 3/17
Typing fast, efficient, reasonable, theses,
Ride available to Cleveland Ohio area •
Reports, Papers. Have Correcting Selectric
contact Philippa 868-7250. 2/21
and SY!J!bol element. .. Elaine Vachon, Box
Eli_gible
wgr~StJ!dY.
stud~nti,,
HELP
288 Middle Rd., Rt. 1, Dover NH 03820 tel
Going to ROCHESTER, NEW YORK durine:
1
(603) 742--0394 Deliveries Arranged. 2/24
WA'NTED: enJoyable, warm, fnendly· atbrealc (3/2-3/13)? Why not take us too'?'
mosp~ere for waiter/waitress, line, bartendWe will gladly share driving and expenses.
Need an experienced, dependable babysitter ers.,, dish washers. At Faculty Center. Call
We will even throw in a terrific Roy
Call Pam at 868-2587 in Durham. Available M-r 8:30-4:00 862-2095 Mary Slierwood. 2/.17
Rogers joke. Call John Macri 2-2067, 659-2693
every night except Monday. 2/17
or Deborah Johnson 2-1994, 463-6746. 2/-28
for....hi>use clea_!!.ef ~\.clean ·vacuu~
Ride
needed to Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Tparffiient every other wee'R:, slromtl oe aOrearea. Able to leave March 2 after 6:00
to sew, pay negotiable. Contact Jack 659-5065
o.m.
Will
share expenses and driving. Call
Thanks1! 2/21
·
742-7831 after 5:30 weeknights. Keep frying.
Female roommate needed for 4-person apt., "TENNIS PROS AND ASSIST ANT PROS l/24 .
.
6 Main St., Apt. 1, Durham $92.50/mo. Seasonal and year-round clubs; good playing
and teaching background. Call (301) 654-3770,
868-5024. 3/17
Female roommate needed IMMEDIATELY or send 2 complete resumes and 2 pictures
to share large furnished ,apartment in to: Col. R. Reade, W.T.S.J..8401 Connecticut
Missing male dog <HERC) Part-Russian
Avenue, Suite 1011, Chevy l;hase, MD 20015."
Durham. Rent plus utilities totals approxi- 2/21
Wolfhound, red with black (brindle) white
. .
mately $90/mo. Call 868-7468 or 868-5460
patch on chest call'Durham 868-2727 Reward
Help wanted: Nude model needed at Phillips
for more information. 2/21
last seen on campus Friday Feb. 3 2/17 FREE heat and hot water! Sunny, furnished Exeter acadell!Y- $5.00/hr. mostly morning
apartment for two.,1,, with excellent' downtown hours. Call: Susan MacDougall 772-4311
~t:_Orange leather wallet, Activity Card &
Durham location. r·emale roommate needed. ex. 324. 2/21
I.D.?
ucense
~sonal
A mere $90.00/month ! Call Cheryl or Terry WORK AT HOME in SJ>c!re time, stuff 1000
valuafiles. Lost m vtcm
eg Room
em:elopes, make $500.00. Free supplies. Send
~~7056 after 5~Q(!~3/17
(mainly), Reward Call Menlee 868-9822 2/3
stam~ self-addressed envelope to: L.
Female roommate needed to share large two Hagan Box 204 Moorestown, N.J. 08057. 3f3
LOST - Tanlea, gloves with white wool liners
bedroom apartment in Newmarket. On Kari- Wanted: 2 Clerks. Duties include: coding,
Sat. Feb. 4 near Englehardt. Please! They
van route. $100/month includes heat and data entry on computer terminal, working
mean much to me! (;all Lise 2-1762 Hubbartt
utilities. Available immediately. Karen. 659- from computer printouts and some filing.
432 2/17
Schedule 1s variable but would include up
2307 2/28
to 20 hours per week. Minimum qualificaCALCULATOR -Left in Spaulding 135, MonNeed 1 female roommate to share large tions: 40 wpm typini. Co~leg_e .W_ork Stu~~ , day Feb. 6. Unfortunately I am lost without
bedroom in apartment on Strafford Ave., stu<lents __prelerrea but must .be lull=fime
it. Please be a friend and return it-you know
Durham. $125/month, includes everything. student. Contact Margaret Harrell at 862-2202
me because my name is on it. Reward if you
for interview. 2/17
Call Nancy, 868-7317. 2/21
94~«gea 7 Thompson Lane, Durham
WORK STUDY JOB: Occupational Therapy
One ·roommate wanted for a~t. in Dover on Dept. Resource Center Assistant, 10-17 hrs./
K-van route. $80/mo. heat ancl electricity in- week: checking in, reshelving books and AV
977 St. Anselm's School Ring found at Blood
cluded, no security deposit. Call Pam 659- materials, etc.; odd jobs 1or dept. For
more information, phone 862-2167. 2/17
)rive on Wednesday. Identify ititials and
5622 or Nancy 742-5338. 2/21
iiick
up at information dest MUB 2/24
--------------JOBsi:lN SHIPS! American. Foregn. No ex- ·
perience
r~uired.
Excellent
pay.
WorldLOST: Silver spoon ring between Mini Dorms
Roommate wanted: non-smoking female to
wide travel. Summer job or career. Send
S.L.S. and Ham. Smith on 2/9/78. Very
;hare apt. in Dover on Kari-van. Own
$3 oo for information. SEAFAX, Dept. G-5,
great sentimental value! REWARD . Call
·oom $125/month includes utilities. Prefer
Box 2049, Port Angel~. Washington 98362.
Sue Dugre at 868-9684 or 2-1909. Please! !3/3
.:iermanent resident. No dogs. Call Barbara
2/17
after.5:00742-7563. 2/24

rides

___ __ helnwante.d _ _

:.oo'filng

to

roommates

lost -and found

C[

~~---····---·-·--------

ti!Jf

-,0··~1JP5:K

personals
JOHN IN PSYCH be patient. I don't know
anyone here at U.N.H. I'm scared and shy so
TALK TO ME. Psych, other side of the room.
. 2/21
Curly haired conscience than.ks for all your
understanding. Do not think I would make it
without your smile. Maybe in twenty one
years. Love and Laughs Easy 2/17
JBL I hpe you are as happy as I am Thanks
for being so wonderful. You've got me! Happy Valentine's Day. Love, Lumpy PS. When
can we beat 18?
To the girl who was Repairing the Silver
Bracelef last semester in her MUB Craft
Course: Where are you, and the bracelet'? I'd
really like to get it oack soon and pay you for
your work. Please call me at 659-5043 or 21490, and leave message. Mark 2/24

To the adventurous Marine Corps guy that
drove us from Durham 'to Dover Hospital.
~ossjble m•m~:_ .\'d!ke Big_ham_ staying in
Somersworth driving a 2-door Datsun. Left
a spec1a1 ·mrmeJ Alistrt:m "SKI t:ap in car.
Call Mark 868-9898 or Attilla 868-9826. 2/24

and ...
Jewish Students Organization is having a
Party on Sunday Feb. 19 at 8:00 p.m.
in Mmi Dorm 5. See you there! 2/17
AROUND THE WORLD - as crew aboard
65' schooner 1 share expenses $9,200 each.
18 months oeparting Nov. 2 Join: Herb
& Doris Smitti, P.O. Box 84, Portsmouth,
N.H. 03801- 207-644-8691. 3/3

~t~Qg:u1;.r~~~s~O:~~o~flco~i:ttr!~
Gallery of Gifts - 2nd St. New-nearly new
items, collectibl~; eve_ryday, evening, sport
clothing; small appliances, glass ware,
jewelry I paintings, sports equipment,
Sue-2P.D.'s Iran Mallsi B.W. 's Cannie&Phil,
musical mstrumenfs and handcrafted items.
a long time but we sti I grow stronger. The , 742-4423 3/3
oldies but yet still new. Please be my Valentine W.P. Love Glenn 2/17
rAVOLA ITALIANA: The Italian luncheon
'
will be held every Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in
T!> !!~-:irusseatne 14th, .-ouc c~sCla
Murkland 110. All those in the campus comvie - Takes two to tangle and get lost.
munity who wish to develop or sharpen their
Com~rendre? When the wop's away the mice
language skills are invited to attend. 2/28
will play. Love Big Dave. 2/17
Sue, Nancy, Paula, Sandy, Lori, Beth; Duck,
·ITALIAN COFFEE HOUR : There will be an
A glass eye or .. '?, J.c,.,. My boot-quick,
Italian coffee hour each Wednesday at 4:00
lin,1ghing in the elevator. ttAPPY VM,E.Np.m. in Murk.land 110. All those in the camTlNES DAY Love, Joarine. 2/17
pus community who wish to develop or sharpen their language skills are invited to atDerims & uerry - me p1easure was mine!
Let's do it again soon. Friends like you
tend. 2/28
make it easier to stay healthy • thanks.
DickS.2/17
If anyone is interested in taking the academic
year of 1979-80, either semester, or the
t wish to express my thanks to Jamie and
following summer to walk and take local
Deb for the birthday cake to Al for the
transport from Iraq to Nepal <via Iran,
neat birthday picture, to Perry for going
Afghanastan, Pakistan, Kasnmir and north:>Ut on the cookout, and to everyone else
ern India), would he/she please contact me
Nha__make .mv 20th birthday an enjoyable
,>e'ciisiori. Clump. 2/17
.. . . . . . . .
for details. Andy ~-2657. 2/2~ _ .
·
'Paul of Alexanderi your-midnight call was
To our Dear Editor: Hope you are feel- ·
amusing but don' you think it's time to
ing better today. We missed you last.
put away your crayons and matchboxes'?
night. Your loving staff. 2/17
Signed unimpressed. 2/17
!)awn, Kelly, Nancelina, Laurie and Jeanne
Dear, thanks for sharing both the good and
USED BOOK~he bad times with me. Love, Me. 2/17
Jewish Students Organization is having a
party on Sunday ~eh. 19 at 8:00 pm in
EXCHANGE
Mim Dorm 5, See you ther""'e~!2=/~17"-,---,--Sue Happy Birthday!!\\ ! have shared some
great times! With more to come remember
USED BOOK
Happy-hours, N-Mall, AGR, musicians. or
the whole semester. See you tonight. Love
EXCHANGE
' ·
Debhie. 2/17
Sis: I love silly cards too, also love you.
r - ean, I mean MV's or Nat the next
Tues. 11-1, 4-6
• .it..1 should be as great as the last 5.
Wed. 2-4
Danny-O. 2/17
ROBIN AND SUE: 2 jivin' Randall chicks.
Thurs.11-3
Holy Disco! Rememoer ·blind dogs, Pizza
Face <Yum-Yum!), number 5-staymg alive
Hersheys kisses, sec,et little ones, and
BOOKS & CHECKS
men's night at Scorps • too crowded! Meet

~~s. Fs~i,t~~il~~rn~~~i:f;ail~'? . -~~il~ettes.
}erry M - Do you realize I haven't had
one beer in about a month? G.M. 2/17

MUST BE PICKED-UP
BY _FE~RUARY 28
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M·USO
hopeful

•
COilllCS·
by Bob Finego_~d

On Campus

MUSO
continued from page 2

Underlings

be over.. programming students'
time."
Another of King's concerns
over Wilson's proposal is the
amount of money involved.
"Asking over $7,000 is a large
increase for an SAT organization.
·Sure, in principle it's an excellent
idea to bring renowned speakers ..
. The student body would surely
benefit, but we must carefully
evaluate the subsidy in monetary
terms,'' King said.
Childs said, "I think MUSO
~ould do what they're attempt~
ing in this year's budget.
Maybe they could try bringing in·
four instead- of six speakers and

by K.Brown

l'nt h:'lc-k on smaller events."

Wilson said he feels the
program "is certainly one which
is viable. we-hope the BOB and
the Caucus act favorably. I hope_
they not only look at MUSO's
proposal from a financial perspective, but also from an
· educational perspective."
.
According to Wilson, some of
the big-names he has in mind include F. Lee Bailey, Shere Hite, ·
Steve Martin, George Carlin and·
.Andrew Young.
W c enjoy what .
W c do-and so-d(>
ou-r custon1crs

r··············..···········-.

UniversityTheater. t

_,,-

♦

♦

Dinner-Theater
Package Available

♦

t
:
♦

♦

·f

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

i

f
' ♦

SALE

:

♦
♦

:.•:

February 16-18
& 23-25 at 8 p.m.
_February 22 at 2 p.m.
General: $3.00-$3.50
Student/M ilitary/Sen ior:
$2.50-$3.00
Reservations: 862-2290

: . . - - -...- •

U.S.A.

♦.

adapted and directed by
Gilbert B. Davenport
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative
Arts Center
Un iversity of
New Hampshire

SWEATERVILLF:

f

TheShadowof Dracula!

.♦

· ♦

:
:♦

29mainst.

•

l

Savings up to 50°<~

i

Open9:30-9:00Mon-Fri

Durham

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

!

♦
•

9: 30-5: 30 Sat.

WHITEHOUSE ·
:. OPTICIANS, INC~

1 :00-6:00 Sun.

••

•

PHONE 868-7051·.

..!liCM:,CC:IOCQOOOl:ICC:aaCIIOOll!flllll!ICIL

.
•
'••··················· ........... ··•

: l♦

'.

♦
♦

•

-.-,.

Dover Drug Building
6 Broadway
Dover, N. H.
Tel. 742-1744

8:30-5; Closed Wed .

FRANKLIN
THEATRE

Rx PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED OR DUPLICATED
WEATHER iNSTRUMENTS
SUNGLASSES BINOCULARS

~..--- . :

.

··t ,· ...
.-:·,
_

.. - . . . _·-·_

.

;_ .

.

Fri &Sat
6:30 & 8:30

Burt Reynolds Jackie Gleason

"'SMOKEY and tlte BANDIT"

Film Sqciety
Present~

Sun only

I
I
:1
I

6:30&8:50

Frederico ·Fellini's

,,

'' Amar chord''

I
I
I
I
I

Feb 20, 21
6:30&8:30

JI

"SASQUATCH"
~ .. outstanding family

Starts Wed.

.

entertainment

6:30~8:30

"OH, GOD!"

I

I

IRI ~.!~~ '.!:'.!'.',~ -~
·-· •·-·~--~

I in Color Pnnrsby Mov,elab ·APararnounl P<ture

SundayFeb.19
7:00&9:30
Strafford ·Rm.
$.75 or·

Season Pass ,

I
I
I

MATINEES
. AT 1:45

~,i
.·-._
'-~ -~ '

I
I

75c
f·
t
'· :
f

I
I
I
I
t

STARTS nm 22ND
.JAJ\11<-.:S BON D

'' Spy Who _Loves M~~'.
.

'
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Bryant's three goals
spark icewomen, 11-0
By Gerry Miies
Kathy Bryant scored her fifth
· hat trick of the last six games
while Carol Menard, Gail Griffith
and Moe Morin each tallied twice
as the UNH women's ice hockey ·
'team remained unbeaten (11-0)
.with an easy 11-0 drubbing of
Vermont Wednesday night in
1Snively Arena.
: The flu, which is -at epidemfc
!stages at both campuses, has
;hampered both teams. UNH was
!without three of its players and
two others, Kelly Stone and
Menard, had not skated since last
Saturday because of the flu.
UVM is closed for two days
,because-of the flu and had half of
·its team return to Burlington after a game in Hanover. Tuesday
.night to take mid-terms, according to UVM coach Jim MacDonald.
But the drama of a first-year
unbeaten team continues tonight
1 when the women travel to Ithaca,
· NY, for a game with highlytouted Cornell (8-1). The Red
. Raiders' only loss came to the
Canadian champion MacMaster
College in a 12-1 drubbing.
"Right now, I'm hoping for a
quorum for Friday night,'' said
UNH coach Russ McCurdy after
' Wednesday nights' game. "I'm
just hoping that the flu doesn't hit
overnight like it has around the
campus.
''Cornell issued a challenge
back in December when the

men's hockey team went up
there," said Mccurdy. "They
told the men that they're waiting
for us. I've been trying to take
each game one at a time, but it's
tough not to tliink about Cornell.''
Starting goalie Donna Nystrom
echoed McCurdy's thoughts,
"We've been looking ahead to
Cornell for a while."
Nystrom said the Cats may
have been looking past Vermont,
which they beat earlier, but, "we
never lost control of the game
either.'' _
That was clear from the beginning of Wednesday's game as the
GAS (Goal A Shift) line scored
first at :55 when Bryant tipped in
a wrist shot from Kelly Stone ·at
the point.
Menard got the first of her two
goals at the ten minute mark
when she slid a backhander past
Vermont goalie Ann Bartlett.
Three minutes later, Stone
unleashed another wrist shot .
from the blue line that went the,
distance through a screen for her ~
first goal of the season. Moe
Morin scored with two seconds
left in the period from close in
with a nifty move on Bartlett.
The barrage only intensified as .
the Wildcats scored seven more
unanswered goals and Donna
Nystrom recorded her second
career shutout.
"We had a super team effort
with all the people out _with the.
flu ." said Nvst.rom.

Kathy Bryant 06) puts a move on UVM's Joy Verronneau ((;)_during play Wednesday. Bryant
has scored five hat tricks in the last six games and has led the Wildcats to eleven straight
wins. (Gerry Miles photo) .
.

Friars ·roast hoopwomen, 60-59
·By Nancy Maculiewicz

Diane Leital hit a 16-foot jump.:
shot at the buzzer last night" to
give the Providence Col!ege
women's basketball team a 60-59
victory over UNH at Providence~
UNH's Sharon Jagorski controlled a J·ump ball with three
seconds left, but a line violation
by the Wildcats gave PC the ball ·
and the desperation shot ended
the Cats' six game winning
streak.
The Wildcats trailed for most
of the game. They found themselves behind, 30-24 at halftime
and were down by 13 with ten
minutes left in the game before
takipg the lead with six minutes
rei:nainipg.

Kathy Sanborn 1ed the Wildcats · under the basket. -Leslie· Greis and
with 18 points, 12 of which came . Karen Curry accounted for more
in the second half. Sue Duffy had than half of Harvard's points. Greis
11 second half points and ~3'over- led · her team with 14 points, 12
all, followed by Patti Foster (11) of them in-the fi,rst half, and Curry
adtloo 12.
and Donna Couture no).
·0
da
·
L dh0 l
The leading scorer in the game,
- n_~~ Y ~y_erunH
_ -~!)t lll}.. - ~
Gymnasium, UN 1 played _one o't' Wildcat Sue Duffy, made most of
.f~fe(games -0 fThe season, but her 16 points from ten or moreso dia Harvard. Not much good feet from the basket. Maura
McCarthy also hit three long born bs
could be said about either team,
in the second half.
but the Wildcats did manage to
win; 61-46, in a game in which the
"Maura and Duff couldn't miss,"
major excitement was turnovers.
said DeMarco. "It's a good thing
they shot well. Outherwise it would
· "We· played badly," said UNH
coach Cecelia DeMarco. "We didn't · have been a different game."
move~ellonoffense.•:
Donna Couture scored 12 pomts
-Both teams had trouble setting in the game, and Kathy,Sanborn
up any kind of patterned attaC!~ _ had eight. ·
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ECAC Div. I hockey standings
Team (Overall Record) Won Lost Tied Pct.
Boston University (20-0-0) 16
Cornell (15-4-1) ......... . 11
Clarkson (15-9-0) ........ 12
Boston College (16-6-0) .. . 12
Brown (lo-9-1) .......... 10
Harvard (11-7-0). .. : . ... 9
New Hampshire (15-8-0). 11
Providence (11-13-1) .... . 8
Vennont (14-12-0) ....... 8
Northeastern (9-10-1) .. ·.. 7
Yale (9-12-1) ............ 9
RPI (12-3-1) .......... ::- 6
Dartmouth (9-11-0) ...... 7
Pennsylv~) .... . 4
, St. Lawren
). ... 6
' Princeton (5-11-2) .... .'.. 3
Colg~t~ _(4-19-0) ........ _. 3

UNH's Kathy Sanborn bats the ball inbounds during play·
Tuesday afternoon against Harvard when the Cats ran their
winning streak to six games. Providence snapped that streak
last night, despite Sanborn's 18 points. (Brenda Cooperman
· photo)

Trackwome_n --upset
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Swim meet rescheduled
The UNH women's swim team was scheduled to compete
in the New England's at Boston College yesterday, but the
first day of competition was pushed ahead to today.
Over 30 schools from all across New'England will be competing
in the event, which will run through this weekend.

Goals

As.5ists

23

26

23

17
19
18

30
30

Name... : ..... Games
Ralph Cox.....
Frank:Roy .....

JonFontas....
Bob Gould.....
Bruce Crowder.
Frank Barth...
Gcµ-y Bums .....
John Normand.
Terry Flanagan
Dana Barbin...
Bob Francis ...
Paul Surdam ..
Sean Coady....
Jeff Beaney....
Bob Blood.....
Brad Holt......
Mike Waghorne
Steve Kinnealey
__Tom _St~ Onge_. ._
UNHTOTAI.S.
OPPONENTS.

23
23
23
21

22
21

20
23
21

22
23
12
22
22
21
21
15
23
23"

GOALIE SUMMARY ·Games
17
Mark Evans (11-6) ..
4
Ken Lorance C4-0) ...
3
Greg Moffett (0-2) ...

72

81
8.1
'YI

~

18/36
5/10
4/8 .
16/32

30

'rl

20/48

12
)9
"i4
6
6
7
3
3
4
1
1
1
0
3
157 ·
116

21
16
10
18
8
8
8
7

33
25

4/8
17/35
5/10
8/16
1/2
3/6
6/12
17/37
2/4
4/8
2/4
10/20
13/26
1/2
160/334 ·
145/360

24
24

262

14
15
11
10
7
6
6
6
6
5
419

166

282

Saves

85

549
90

16
15

70

6

.444
.441
.432
.429
.412

.150

f '.7

GA

5

81

.333
.250

47
44 43 '

2

95
!55

90

106
103

78

99
73

56
'Tl
59
70
52
60

1

75.
' 96

60

89
85
104
62

144

8
6'
5

5
8
4
7

&
6
4
7
5

RECENT RESULTS

56

6

:ao

6
6
6

.472

. .333

25
25

5
5
5

58
52

65
119

Points Pon/Min.

3

' 95
,123

.667
.667
.618
.600
.579

Hockey: season stats

The UNH women's indoor track team fought off the sym~t_oms .
of the flu but couldn't withsfancr the UMass thinclads, as they
were upset, 61-38 in Paul Sweet t Oval yesterday afternoon.
, Four UNH records were set in the process as Hildy Feurbach
won the 60 yard dash and took the 220 yard dash in a record
time of 27 .2 seconds.
Marianne DiMascio had a record jump of five feet even to
win the high jump. MaryEllen Letvinchuk won the long jump
with a leap of 16' 2¼" and set a record in the 60 yard hurdles
despite finishing second in 8. 7 seconds.
Bridgette Carr won the one mile race and also set a record
in a -time of 5:30.6, in what coach Jean Roberts called a
"tremendous race."
The loss drops the UNH women's track team's record to
5-3.
· The women will try to stay on the winning track when they
journey to Brandeis next Thurs~ay for a tri-meet with Brandeis
and Tufts.

~

0
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
4
6
6
6
6
8
9
10
9

Games
GA Remaining

GF

G.Avg. Sv.Pct.
5.00
4.36
6.43

.866

.849

.823

Wed.- Providence 8 UNii 6
Clarkson 9 Colgate 2
Tues.-Cornell3 RPIO
Vermont 6 St. Lawrence.3
Sat.- Brown 5 Princeton 4 OT
Pennsylvania 4 Yale O
Vermont 5 Colgate 3
UNH 6 Clarkson 4
Fri. - Pennsylvania 4 Brown 3
Yale 5 Princeton 4
UPCOMING DivisION I GAMES
February16
Boston Univ. at Boston College
RPI at Vermont
Northeastern at Brown
Februai17
New am~hire at Clarkson
Dartrnou at Prin~eton
Harvard at Pennsy vania
Feb~18
.
New amrihire at Colgate
Harvard a Princeton
Dartmouth at Pennsylvania
St. Lawrence at RPI
Brown at Cornell
Boston University at Yale
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Cavanaugh high scorer :

Cross thumps Cats, 98-69
By Tom Lynch
:
The Crusaders used variations , -- The Crusaders continued to
The Crusaders of Holy Cross . on the full-court press for much of ; build on their lead until Blaney
"'College put on an awesome the first half. Coach George · finally went to the bench late in
display of shooting and ball .h~n- · Blaney called the pressure off the secorid- half. After the red.ling en route to a 98-69 thrashing when Leo Kane hit with 7: 00 serves came in, the Cats were
of the UNH basketball Wildcats remaining to give the Purple a 26- able to close Holy Cross's margin
14 lead.
from so..:50 to 82-65 with less than
last night in Worcester.
UNH's Tom Cavanaugh Jed all - As the half progressed, Holy four minutes remaining.
scorers in the game with 20 · Cross took complete control of · The Crusaders then went back
points follow¢ by teammate Keith the game. The Crusaders hit the on a rampage, limiting the Cats
Dickson and Holy Cross's Ron boards hard, made several key to four points in the waning
Perry, both with 19.
steals and limited UNH's scoring minutes, while piling up many
Holy Cross, the number three. opportunities.
baskets for themselves en route
team in New England, raised its
;.Throughout the game, HC tothefinalof98-69.
record to- 18-4, while the Cats. sterned to score at will. After
High scorer Cavanaugh was
·
ipulling out to a 44-25 halftime the shining light in the Cats'
dropped to 5-17.
The Wildcats left from Wor- _ lead, the Purple never looked losing effort. Along with his 20
cester for Hamilton, NY, where , !back.
points, Cavanaugh was_ a
they will take on the Red Raiders .
The strong shootiQg of Holy stalwart on both the offensive and
of Colgate in a Saturday night en- ,Cross's Gary Witts (14 points) in- defensive boards. Throughout the
counter.
~
creased the host team's lead to game, he played for the ball like a
Holy Cross came out flat to __.,1 better than 20 points for the first · man possessed, making diving
start the game, c:tllc.l UNH took . U111t iu Uu:; ge1111t eculy iu the :,tab:, reminiscent of tho Celtics'
advantage. On the strength of second half, when he hit to make Kermit Washington in his debut
thre~ consecutive hoops by junior the score 53-22.
on Tuesday.
Brendan VanDeventer, the Cats
took an early 10-6 lead. Perry
then hit twice to tie the game,
/ scoring four of his twelve firsthalf points.
The Cats surprised the sellout
crowd at Hart Center with their
torrid rebounding early in the
game. Both teams were strong on
their offensive boards throughout .
the contest, but UNH shone
brightly above HC in the early
minutes.
d
f

the ·.

Holy <;ross 's Ronnie _Perr_y dance_s in (or a lay-up during
last mght's game With UNH, which the Cats lost, 98-69.
(Art Illman photo)

.

sports
sQttne

PC snaps
icemen's
streak, 8-6
By Lee Hunsaker
Last Wednesday night . in
Providence, R.I., a streak was
continued and another was
broken when the UNH hockey
team lost to the Providence
College Friars, 8-6.
The one of most concern to
UNH fans was the one which was
broken--the Wildcats' winning
streak of eight games. The other
is UNH's 3½ year losing streak
against Providence-based hockey
teams on their home ice.
The loss dropped the Wildcats
down one notch to seventh place
with an 11-8-0 record. If the Wild·cats expect to make the playoffs
now, they have to win three of
their last six games. Home ice
lingers only as a far-off dream·.

On the road
Tonight, the Cats are in Potsdam, N. Y. to try to begin
another winning streak when
One of the most fru~trating moments in hockey is when you can't seem to put the puck in the net, no matter how hard you
they take on Clarkson, (12-6-0 in
try. In this sequence of photographs, UNH's high-scoring first line is having all kmds of trouble beating Friar goalie Bill
the ECAC) which will try to
Milner. Clockwise, from ueper left: 1.)-Frank Roy (23) lifts a low shot over the foot of Tom Bauer (8) 2.) Milner makes the
avenge last weekend's 6-4 UNH
save but is way out ·o f position. John Normand (11) is ready to whip a backhander into the open net but 3.) Milner dives
victory.
·
across and gets his stick on the puck. Normand cranks up for the second time on Milner, who is on his knees but 4.) with the
Golden Knight coa~ Jerry
help of Jim Korn (5), Milner aiain makes the save with a body block and the Wildcats are stymied. UNH had this sort of
t~ouble all niJ!ht, losing to Providence, 8-6. ( Steve Morrison photos)
.
York promised after the loss to
UNH, that " th ings will be dif- broken knee cap suffered during move Providence from in front of
.
ferent back home."
Ken Moore, Clarkson's _sen- practice a day earlier.
the Wildcat net.
sational freshman · goaltender,
"We skated a nd worked ha rd ,"
"They were hara to get out,"
will again be in nets against said · Friar
mentor
Lou said Holt, "because they're a big
UNH.
Lamoriello. "That was the key. and strong team."
Kevin Zappia, 'Clarkson's We caught them flat footed and
l':'ading scorer should also be we took advantage of it."
"We kept our poise extremely
The game ha d the appearance well," said Lamoriello. "When
back, after nursing a shoulder injury for the last three weeks. In of mai:iy of UNH's gam_es this things got hot, we kept our poise.
the February 11 loss to UNH, year with only one exceptlon--the gWreousntad_f,ed there and held our ·
z ·
roles were reversed. On the
appia
was
played
only · strugg11·ng end were the W1'ldcats,
Th e one place where neither
sparingly.
Following the Clarkson game -hanging on by last minute goals team dominated was in the goal.
al other~ were out with the flu
. on Friday night, UNH will travel by Ralph Cox (with 49 seconds UNH's Mark Evans looked shaky
With some of its best men sick
to Hamilton, N.Y. for an after- left in the first) and Gary Burns the whole night, though making with the flu, the UNH indoor for UNH while Bowdoin was only
missing one.
noon hoo&--up with lowly (3-l 7-0) and Jon Fontas (near the end of 36 saves. At the other end, Friar track tea-m's ch~n.ces of defeating
UN H's ·Ken Campbell won the
Colgate.
the second) to stay within one af- Bill Milner turned aside 32 shots, Bowdoin seemed slim indeed.
ter two periods at 4-3.
but many of them were from far
But that's exactly what hap- 35 Jb_ weight with a toss of 58'5",
Burns's and Fontas's goals
outside and relatively easy to pened Wednesday afternoon in Gary Crossan won the mile with a
R.I. Jinx?
came 14 seconds apart with just handle.
Brunswick, Me. as the Cats won, time of 4:26.9. Don Deroo won
the 1000 yard run in 2:19.9, Mark
Could the Cats be playing over a half a minute left in the
When the Cats did get in close, 71-fifi to give them a 6-5 record, Berman won the two mile run
Fontas had a hat trick on
against a jinx in Providence? · second.
they scor~, as shown by Fontas's the first winning season in eight (9:48.6) and Pete Leberman ana'
the night.
"No way," said UNH coach
of
the
hat
trick. The first two goals ~·ears .
"We
were
outplayed
19
Steve Marcotte wori the long
20
Charlie Holt. "They just plain
· t ·· h
d
'od ,, came on breakaways and the
· ·Jt was the sweetest victory jump (21' 1 .1 ''J and pole vault
outplayed us right from the start. mmu
es
m
t
e
secon
peri
'
th1'rd
was
a
rebound
off
a
_
J
ohn
ss
· d th
this year,,, sa•d UNH coach John
1 H0 It "I
We haven't been beaten so sa'd
wa urpnse
ey Normand shot dur1·ng one of the Copeland. "Some of the kids were (14'7") respectively.
·
"Even if we ha(i everyone, it
Controlled the game as much as
decisively in a long, long time."
-·
rare UNH power play oppor- sick and some of them ran sick, would have. been tough," said
The difference in the game was they dl'd.''
but they di1 a helluva job.',
Providence's dominance was tunitie~.
Copeland. "They hung together
skating. For the entire game,
But Providence thwarted any
Providence skated past the C-ats' . everywhere. The puck control,-iiopeiand· safct" tdpie Jumper and put in a real team effort."
The Cats will be at Connecticut
Clefense which now is now even defensive play1 and passing was hopes of a UNH win by scoring buu r nenng, mgn Jumper Chip
more depleted with the loss of all Friars. UNH, despite the threegoalsinthefirst6:22totake Wood, 600 yarder John Demers, for the Yankee Conference meet
half miler Greg White and sever- - on Sunday.
freshman Frank Barth to a physical play, was unable to a decisive 7-3 lead.

First since '70

Trackmen end season
with Winning record

